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2.
BACKGROUND
.
Barter and trade combine to form one of the oldest
functions known to man. In the known records of the earliest
civilization of any race or people can be found chronicled
allusions to barter and trade. And the importance of the func-
tion is entirely natural and understandable. Since time im-
memorial man has needed things which could be supplied by his
fellow-man. It makes no difference whether today he wishes
to purchase a hat for five dollars or that some pristine
ancestor wanted to trade an animal's pelt for some necessity.
The fundamentals underlying the desire and the transaction are
the scime. It is a fact that explorers into Africa today carry
salt with them for which the natives of the jungle would ex-
change gold or diamonds - and willingly. Further it is a known
and historical fact that the American Indiana sold the Island
of Manhattan to our forefathers for approximately twenty- five
dollars in trinkets. It was not that the Indians held New
York in such low monetary regard; rather it was that the
handful of baubles held as much appeal to them as possession
of Manhattan*
However, until the Middle Ages the question of the
intricacies of buying and selling had no cause for existence.
Prior to that period barter and trade were an integral part of
community life. Peoples or tribes who were grouped together
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generally engaged in the production of the things they needed
as a unit. The Middle Ages saw the est ablishment of the town
market which could he found then in almost every town, Towns-
people and the folk from the surrounding country used to gather
together on specified days and at given places for the exchang-
ing of their products. It is odd that today our truck gardeners
still load up t Ti eir vehicles with produce and come into town
with the rising sun for the purpose of disposing of their goods.
Owners of grocery stores, buyers from hotels, brokers and even
thrifty housewives are generally on hand to purchase their
commodity*
Gradually, with new ideas and new years, the art of
buying and the art of selling grew apart into distinct phases
of marketing, Though remaining related always, each soon
developed into an individual science. To discuss this gradual
change, or to attempt to discuss why a commodity is worth so
much to some people and less to another, or even to expatiate
upon the influez'ice of mass production ana industrial expan-
sion in regulating the price scale would lead us too far afield.
We are concerned with the purchasing function as a science and
with the adoption of modern purchasing methods and. not with the
economics of supply and demand,
As it is, we are to prone in our text-books to lionize
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the purchasing function. By that, I mean that the procurement
function in developing has merely kept pace with the progress
in industrial management as a whole. The reasons for the slow-
ness of the development of the purchasing function are largely
due to purchasing itself. It did not take advantage of its
opportunities at once and it was slow in raising industrial
"buying to a high plane. After all, it was up to purchasing
in the "beginning to prove to industrial management that pur-
eHasln£-ha4 a deflfiit e place in the execution of business,
Once it did prove itself, however, its influence was highly
"beneficial to smooth- running organization,
IISVELOMEMT
.
Industrially, the United States is a young nation.
In fact, within the average lifetime of the reader of this
"book, the United States has "become the outstanding industrial
nation of the world. Prior to 1914 the United States was
regarded as a nation of tremendous potentialities, but the
actual realization of its greatness was a matter of an indeter-
minate future. Yet within the short space of four years this
country became able to uictate terms for world peo.ce, and it
emerged from the maelstrom of the World War the recognized
financial and industrial leader of the world with all the
responsibilities and complexities which such leadership entails.

6American managers were willing to adopt any methods that speed-
ed up production. The advent of scientific management was the
answer to many a perplexing problem.
"Thus in the short space of thirty- five years the old
order of industrial management has largely passed from the stage.
Traditional methods of processing goods have given way to the
trained production engineer. Purchasing is done on a "basis of
a knowledge of cooly calculated needs and a wide knowledge of
raw materials and raw material markets. Old methods were no
1
longer adequate if industrial growth was to continue."
It was not that we lacked leadership in the field of
scientific leadership prior to the World War hut rather' that
industrial conditions themselves did not lend themselves to
ready and radical changes. Profits were good due to high de-
mand. Production was steady due to the need of reconciling
supply with demand. Industrially our nation was young and
robust, rich in resources and quick in profits. Industrial
managers were content.
In fact, and in direct relation to purchasing itself,
Frederick W« m aylor recognized as early as 1916 the need for
sounder, more scientific methods in industry when he declared
in his treatise on "The Principles of Scientific Management
"
,
~T
Robbins, 3.C., "Industrial Management
• , pp. 5-14. McGraw-Hill Co,
Sew York: 1933. (Extracts)
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This commanding position has not "been attained by the indus-
trial subjugation of our general working population for quite
aside from what one may or may not believe respecting the par-
ticular industrial system under which we operate, there can be
no gainsaying the fact that a general rise in the standard of
living took place in the United States in the last generation.
"As might be expected in 1900 the average American
factory was managed by so-called rule of thumb even though the
task of management had reached extensive proportions, Purchas-
ing agents bought raw materials on 'hunches 1 , and production
managers processed goods in the traditional manner even though
such methods were inefficient, laborious and wasteful. Few
persons had the temerity to believe that a business unit was
susceptible to scientific analysis and control.
"Until 1900 the average business concern could, with
a reasonable application of the rule- of-thumb methods make a
profit. The demand of the domestic market was greater than
home manufacturers could supply, and a well- developed protective
tariff kept foreign manufacturers at arm's length. By the end
of the last century, however, compet i tion of large-scale pro-
ducers, and the growing power of the 'trusts', coupled with the
.growing mechanization of industry, were creating a condition
whereby traditional net hods of production were no longer adequate.
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"The adoption of scientific purchasing
could readily in the future, double the
productivity of the average concern...
It will cut production costs to the point
where selling prices may be reduced and
still vviuur distribution gained "because
of the larger markets which .ill be open-
ed by lower prices,"
At first glance it might appear that Mr, Taylor
viewed scientific purchasing as a cure-all for every industri-
al malady, but the general tenor of his work reveals that he
could see the new principles of scientific industrial manage-
ment taking firm form and he wished to point out th t the po-
tentialities of a sound purchasing policy should net be over-
looked In the general development. V/ithin six years, or ap-
proximately in 1922, purchasing technique had been highly de-
veloped and except for slight refinements and adjustments has
not changed radically since then. It is equally true, however,
that other departments have since undergone revolutionary changes
and revisions even within the last ten or twelve years, so that
it became highly necessary for the purchasing department to ad-
just itself to new relationships and contacts with these depart-
ment s.
It is also shown in the latest available census
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returns that American manufacturers spent approximately 51
1
"billion dollars for raw materials in 1935, This is no sum
to trifle with, and the spending of it today is supposed to
take place only after the most scientific principles of in-
dustrial purchasing have "been invoked. It can he easily seen
then that purchasing is one of the major fixed functions in
the activities of that vast and complex structure which we
call business.
Any "business concern demands of the purchasing
agent today that
,
1. He procure all its needs of sucn quality as
is adequate to the need.
2. That these materials "be on hand at all times
and in puc>> oun.ntities that no large amount
of capital will be needlessly tied up, nor
on the other hand that an abrupt rise in the
price of supplies might cause an equally abrupt
rise in the cost of production.
3. That service and uninterrupted supply be guar-
anteed so that he will have at all times com-
plete control of the quality, quantity, cost,
delivery and utility of such needs.
WHAT INDUSTRIAL PURCHASIIT3 IS, AlTD HOPES TO EE ,
I
U. S. Census Reports, P. 157. U. S. Department of
Commerce: 1936,,
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V/hat then is Industrial Purchasing and what does it
hope to do? Industrial Purchasing is nothing more or less than
the application of common**sense "buying methods to "business. It
is not a panacea for our economic ills "but merely a small part
of the solution.
Purchasing is the procuring of materials, supplies,
machines, tools and services required for the equipment, main-
tenance and operation of a "business. The Purchasing Department
is the department entrusted with this duty. The function of
the Purchasing Department is to procure them at an ultimate cost
consistent with the economic conditions surrounding the item
"being purchased; safeguarding the standard of quality and con-
tinuity of service; and to establish and maintain the coxapany's
reputation for fairness and integrity.
1. It is a primary function. Proper sales cannot be
made unless materials being used in manufacture or resold are
bought at an ultimate cost at least as low as that obtained by
compet it ors,
2. Efficient operation of any business, manufacture
or resale, depends upon proper turnover of investment. The Pur-
chasing Department must arrange its purchases so as to insure
receipt of proper material when wanted in sufficient quantities
to maintain production or shipment; at the sa.ie time, it must
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not increase the investment beyond that needed as a factor of
safety.
3. By its close contact with the producing world, the
purchasing uepartiiient is in a posit ion to auvise its company on:
a. New materials which may "be used to advantage
as substitutes for materials in use,
v
. Possible new lines to be added.
c. Changes in trends, either in prices or other
factors that will affect the sales of the
co apany.
d. Its ability to make or destroy good will in
the business world with which it deals.
Its contacts with vendors, market trends and manufac-
turing and marketing policies in the industries make it possible
for this departmeat to contribute invaluable help in framing
TDlans, whether for initiation of new products, scheduling of
1
production or determination of marketing policies,"
It is obvious, however, that so^e concerns in industry
are somewhat small so that the purchasing function becomes a
matter of practical routine peculiar to that individual concern.
Although the principles of scientific industrial purchasing are
to be followed, the entire, organizat ion is on a minimized scale
so as to make a study of the small concern impractical. We are
i
;
Alford, L. P., "Cost and Production Handbook," p. 343.
New York: Ronald Press Co., 19;: 4.
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concerned in this thesis with the titudy of industrial purchas-
ing when it is an obvious and necessary integer of organization.
Proceeding on that basis, we realize that the Purchas-
ing Department is allied with the Production Department in any
large co ipany. This probably is the most interdependent alliance
of all the functions. The purchasing agent is interested in
securing the materials necessary lor production in the proper
quantity, of the proper quality, at the proper time. Having
purchased such material he must make sure it is up to specifi-
cation "by inspect ion.
The purchasing agent is also responsible for the
timely delivery of such supplies so that he must keep a con-
stant eye upon incoming traffic and transportation.
A competent buyer is vitally interested in the sales
department so that he will know at all times how the finished
product of his company is selling. This gives him a better
grasp of production's probable future requirements and aids
him greatly in planning future purchases. This is particular-
ly true of concerns which experience seasonal spurts or slumps
in consumption.
Since the primary cause for the existence of a high-
ly organized purchasing department is obviously economy and the
resultant profits through efficient buying, it is only natural

that the department have an alliance with the Finance Depart-
ment* This "becomes more ct>vious when we realize that the
purchasing agent often must suggest and enforce budgetary con-
trol of purchases and requirements; plan inventory control and
proper supervision of stores and secure the maximum in cash
disc cunts and credit arrangements.
Finally, since the purchasing agent is in charge of
expending quite a portion of the company's money, it is of
paramount importance that his knowledge of law enable him to
avoid any legal entanglements detrimental to his company's
interests. By that, I mean that he is responsible for drawing
up proper contracts "between his own company and the vendor;
securing adequate insurance protection of deliveries; avoid-
ing patent infringements.
This then is wnat we intend to discuss. We shall try
tc find out what modern management demand on purchasing means
in the relationships "between the purch£ising department and other
departments within the organization. We shall try to determine
the nature of tnese contacts and the manner in which tie indus-
trial purchasing agei.t tries and hopes to carry out these con-
tacts. Finally, we shall try to picture what the proper fulfill-
ment of there relationships will mean to the company as a whole.

FART T./0.
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PURCHASING* S H3LAT ION TO PRODUCTION.
Since the relation "between procurement and pro-
duction is the most obvious of all the alliances of the pur-
chasing function, we shall "begin with a review of the signif-
icance of the purchasing function in relation to production.
In the days when purchasing was & less developed
function in industry, the superintendent of production was
assumed to be the only man interested in the ascertainment of
the needs of production. He, himself, or one or more foremen
under his supervision, were wont to do either all or special
parts of the buying. It was a natural assumption at the time
that no one could know the needs of production as veil as the
Production manager. However, the installation of scientific
industrial purchasing proved the folly of such a system, be-
cause the saving of only one- tenth of one cent per hundred
pounds of material might, in the course of a year, lead to
appreciable savings.
Traditionally, the purcnasmg agent hud been at-
tached to the production department in a minor capacity, Ex-
perience has shown, however, that Production Man .era could
not assume the burdens of both -nrodnct inn and purchasing and
be equally competent in, or fair to, both. The following
facts will show how the purchasing department and the pro-
t
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duction department by close coordination can work to their
mutual advantage and to the ultimate benefit of the company.
Ascertainment of the need
,
In relation to production the purchasing agent,
through the production manager, or through close alliance with
the planning department, asks himself the following questions:
1. What does the production department need? In more
cases than would formerly be admitted, the purchasing agent will
know by direct contact with the stores department that he has
the material on hand and that fulfillment of a requisition will
x.iean merely the transfer of the item from stock to production.
By keeping the necessary and proper amounts of supplies on hand
the purchasing agent will effect a tremendous saving in time and
contribute largely to the smooth running operation of the produc-
tion department.
In those cases when the need must be fulfilled by pur-
chase, the purchasing agent will ask: 2. How much of this mater-
ial does the production department need, This may sound a trifle
odd in the face of the fact that no one knows better what he wants
and how much of it than the production manager. However, there is
an economic point here which was formerly ignored. It is this..
Suppose a production manager were in the habit for many years,
of ordering 5000 tons of an item every three months. The purchas-

ing agent through the planning department knows that the schedule
calls for the use of this item throughout the coming year. The
purchasing agent also knows through close scrutiny and knowledge
of the raw material market that there is to he a substantial
rise in the cost of this commodity within two months. " re is then
in possession of two salient facts, namely that he is to use
20,000 tons of this item within the year and that in the near
future an ahrupt rise in the price of this commodity will cause
an increase in the cost of production to his own company. Thus
instead of ordering 5,000 tons he may order 10,000 tons, or
even the entire year's supply. He ean do this and store tne
surplus at small cost, or place a forward order for 20,000 tons
with the stipulation that 5,000 tons he delivered to him at three
month intervals. In the latter case the -production manar^r rill
receive his 5,000 tons every quarter and still the cost of pro-
duction is protected against a certain increase. Apply this
phase of proper ascertainment of the need to various other
materials and supplies and you will find the distinct advantages
of scientific industrial purchasing in this field.
Assurance of quality
.
There should also he forwarded to the purchasing agent
from the production department an accurate statement of the
character of the commodity desired. It should not he necessary
to remark that a good purchasing agent should not buy except
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when he knows exactly what is wanted. This leaos to another
advantage, that of the assurance of the quality of the require-
ments. In vears >?one by, in many instances the primary task of
the industrial "buyer v/as the purchase of goods at the lowest
possible price. The purchasing director's function was conceived
as the receiving from some department of the company a demand
for a certain amount of supplies, the quality of which was to "be
designated, for him. A rock-bottom price was the major considera-
tion. Today, however, Howard T. Lewis, as an exponent of the
scientific in industrial purchasing says, "The fact is that
the procurement: officer is concerned with price last and not first.
The term "quality" in its meaning to the modern pur-
chasing agent is in itself misleading. Ordinarily, to speak of
"buying on a "basis of quality is to suggest buying a high graae or
the finest quality. This definition is not what the modern pur-
chasing a.gent reads into the term. T ie best quality from the
buyer's point of view is that quality which is best suited to
the particular needs of the production department within his
ov/n company. It may happen in many cases that the highest
quality is demanded, but it very often occurs that a medium or
even a low quality of supplies is adequate to his needs. To fail
to understand this seeming paradox is to misunderstand the insis-
tence of the modern purchasing agent upon quality.
The need for specifi cat ions
.
I
.
"Industrial Purchasing," p. 83. New York: Prentice-
Hall, inc. 1933

Obviously, there can be no set routine for the pur-
chasing agent to follow in determining wl at is the sure qual-
ity for a given item of purchase. Each case represents a diff-
erent problem with different questions. However, scientific
industrial purchasing has taught the purchasing agent to em-
ploy three fundamentals which apply in all caoes.
First, for incidental and small lot buying it is en-
tirely proper to pjat faith in products and sources of supply
w3 ose reliability lias been proven,
secondly, the study must and should be complete and
comprehensive when the cost of purchasing represents a large
.
sum in any particular product. Here a very important hase
of scientific purchasing is involved. If, through close
association with the production department the purchasing
agent is able to realize tie exact specifications and worth
of an item involved, he may often be able to sug. est an alter-
nate brand or at times even a change in the specifications that
would not alter the value of the item to t" e production manager,
but would result in vast savings in the purchase of that par-
ticular brand of supplies.

If, however, the purchasing agent should change
specifications without consulting the proper departments, he
would cause interdepartmental friction even though his revis-
ions seem to him to be practical and economical. Quoting E.T.
Gushee, " If the production manager is consulted as to possible
changes in design or specification of an article used in large
quantity by the company, and is acquainted with the fact that
the revision will save hundreds or thousands of dollars in the
course of a year, he will gladly join with the the purchasing agent
to make the saving. Even if the suggestions are impracticable
from production's standpoint, he may find some other means of
revisions so as to enable the purchasing agent to make the saving."
This money-saving phase of management was unheeded
\;hen the urchasing function was ' subordinate to the production
department, naturally, the production manager was so intent
upon securing enough material at the right time, that he had
no chance to delve into the possibilities of economy that could
be effected by revision of specifications or changes in qual-
ity.
Third, the purchasing ai'ent should realize that un-
til his recommendations are approved, the current specificat-
1
Scientific Purchasing, " P« S3, dew York: I.IcGraw-Hill Co.,
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ions alone are operative. However, the advantages of insistent
demand upon proper specif i cat ion of quality from the req,uisitlon-
er which v;e shall soon ^isousp, have "been proven to he so numer-
ous fey scientific industrial practice, that one of the largest
corporations in America has placed the following notice in the
offices of those concerned;
"The purchasing agent is responsible for the
purchase of all materials and supplies. A
demand si -ned by the head of a department
shall he sufficient authority for the purchase
of materials, only when in the opinion of the
purchasing agent they are absolutely necessary
for the execution of departmental duties with-
1
out further specif ication,
2
St andardizat ion of purchase specif icat ions .
Any Company faced with a wide diversity and quantity
of purchases may easily find that the formation of specifica-
tions may soon "become a full-time job for so. .e member of the
organization. Thus an invaluable aid has been rendered to in-
dustry by the definite establishment of three recognized sources
from which a buyer may derive specifications,
1. Specif icati one may he set up by he using depart-
ment in j o i .at consul tat i an wi th the urcha sin ; agent . Yet to
1
Twyford,H,B. , "Purchasing, " p. 37, New York: Van ITostrand Co,
1927.
2,much of the data in this section relies upon facts contained
in: Alf ord,L.P.
,
"Cost and Production Handbook," pp. 321-22. "lev- York-
52«
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Lewis, H.T., "Industrial Purchasing," rm 98-105New York: Prentice-Ifall
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me this method, unless dictated "by circumstances, is the least
desirable of the three sources of specifications. It entails
conference "between the purchasing agent, who is not technically
conversant with the physical and chemical composition of the
company's supplies, and a requisitioner v/ho may not "be conver-
sant with the technical manner in which the properties or
qualities of any given material are reduced to "blue-prints or
specif icat ion. It may mean the use of a technical engineer
who must devote his time to a study of the duties of both the
requisitioner and the purchasing agent in regard to formation
of specification, This course of creating specifications has
been eliminated to a "large degree by either and both of the re-
gaining sources of specification.
pjf su-p^lles as set up_ by. the vendor . This is a decided improve-
ment over the first source but it has weaknesses which cause it
to fall short of the third method of formation of specification.
It calls for the study and sanction of such vendor specifica-
tions by the requisitioner who must here act in a technical
capacity. It may tend to bind the purchasing agent to one
source of supply which furnishes those most agreeable and adapt-
able, to the company's policies and demands. Since there is a
2.
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tendency among vendors to make such specifications a matter of
individual sellin^ policy, it results in a variety of specifi-
cations for the same material wherein each vendor stresses the
individualities or qualities of his own product.
5. The purchasing gent hiay use the specifications of
nat ionally kn own techni cal societi es c£ of the -overnment
.
The
actual practice and usual procedure is for a "buyer to formulate,
on the "basis of the foundation laid down "by the governmental or
technical societies' recommendations, his own specifications.
In recent years, various engineering societies and commercial
associations have devoted a good deal of time and attention to
the establishment of such "basic standard specifications. Among
them may be mentioned the American Society for Testing Materials
and the American Standards Association. In 1918 the American
Society for Testing Materials and other nation .1 associations
organized the American En ;ineering Standards Society to serve
as a cl oaring house through which national standards of specifi-
cations for purchases could be developed. The Society was re-
organized in 1923 as the American Standards Association. It
consists of 45 member bodies composed chiefly of national tech-
nical societies, industrial associations and departments of the
Federal Government. As indicated, its purpose is to provide
means by which various groups can cooperate to avoid duplica-
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%ion of specification, and thus prevent conflicting results, and
to decide whether standards submitted by other organizations meet
with a national consensus of opinion. For approval as "American
Standard," 90;' of the standards council must vote favorably on a
specification.
The governmental agencies have cooperated closely with
these organizations and yet have operated independently in the
setting up of their own specifications. Specifications most
commonly mown are those promulgated "by the U. S, Department
of Commerce and are commonly known as Commercial Standards,
These specifications are established through voluntary cooper-
ative effort of producers, distributors and consumers under
the auspices of the Federal bureau of Standards. The steps
employed in establishing a commercial specification are briefly
as follows: Any industrial group or individual purchasing agent
through his company may request the cooperation of the Bureau of
Standards which makes no charge for its wor.c, in the establish-
ment of a commercial standard. In initiation of the work, the
proponent group is expected to assume certain responsibilities
such as the selection of the specification, the preparation of
the tentative draft, attendance at preliminary hearings and the
supplying of data and information, The Bureau then conducts
a preliminary survey of all available standards and specifica-

ticns. On this "basis, the proponent group formulates a tenta-
tive specification of a purchase as a starting point for further
action. This may take the form of minimum measurements , toler-
ances, construction, chemical composition or method of manufac-
ture. This is followed "by a preliminary conference of the pro-
ponent group to consider the acceptability of the purchase speci-
fications from the points of view of the purchasing agents,
vendors or producers. Verbal acceptance at this hearing is not
sufficient and consequently upon the final signed acceptance of
at least 65% of the production or consumption or urchase by
volume, a circular letter is issued announcing the date upon
which the commercial standard specification for the given item
or items becomes effective*
Thus, the matter of speeifieat ion has been tahen care
of for the purchasing agent without taxing iiis energy beyond the
necessity for research into, or study of, those groups furnishing
the specification standards particualr to his company's needs.
The methods used and the sources of standard purchase specifica-
tions are available to any purchasing agent. It is up to him
to select the method, source ano todificat ion suitable to company
policies, exigencies and standards.
Advantages of standard specif icat ion s.
The points in favor of the purchasing agent's insistence
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upon proper specif ieat ions are these:
1. Proper specifications are evidence that definite
thought and careful study have "been given to the need for which
the material is intended and to the peculiar and particular
qualities of the material which are demanded to satisfy the
need,
2. They are of definite value to the purchasing
agent who -wishes to "buy the identical materials from a number
of sources of supply, either because no one manufacturer pos-
sesses the facilities for supplying the total demands of the
purchasing agent, or because he considers it good policy for
his company in matters of reciprocity to split his order among
v rious sources, A little clarification of this latter remark
\ ill make the meaning obvious. Suppose the purchasing agent
confined his purchases of a certain mat- rial to one company,
A sudden strike, fire, or other Act of God, might render the
vendor suddenly incapable of supplying the purchasing agent.
The finding of aiother source of supply might entail such a
delay in time or degree of price differential that the pur-
chasing agent's production department will suffer a slowing up
of its schedule, if not also an increase in the ccst of pro-
duction. By splitting the order among various and sat isfact cry
vendors, the purchasing agent minimizes his dances of having
an Act of God simultaneously render all his sources of supply
ineffective.
3. Purchase on a basis of specification tends toward

the insurance of more adequate competition among vendors, which
ultimately means lower prices to the purchasing agent. The more
complete the specifications, the more certain is the purchasing
agent that all the vendors arc biduing upon the sa^ie product \.ith
no chance to plead ignorance of the nature of the material bid
upon. Obviously, and finally, since the drawing up of specifica-
tions means an outlay of money, however small, it should never be
employed unless the savings are to outweigh the cost of operation.
Assurance of timely supply
.
Again quoting W, N, Mitchell, "If there were no un-
certainties in business, executive control would be a simple
matter, Every combination of business conditions could be fore-
seen and the action taken could be accurately planned and execu-
1
ted," The purchasing manager who worked under such ideal condi-
tions would be confronted by no unknown variables. His past ex-
perience would be a complete guide for the present and future
action, and management would be reduced to a matter of mere
rout ine.
Needless to remark no such conditions ever exist in
business. The purchasing agent, (as indeed must other executives
of management) must grapple with such problems as estimating
the effect of probable variations in the matter of routine which,
when reduced to dollars and cents, might mean a distinct disad-
vantage to his company. Thus it is that scientific industrial
-
.
.
.
"Purchasing," p. 244, Hew York: Ronald Press Co, ,1927,
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purchasing teaches that a most influential and integral p^rt
of quality is service - the latter of the assurance of steady
and. timely supply.
Since production in industry today is highly mechan-
ized and "brooks no delay or deterrent, it is the essential duty
of the purchasing agent in his relation to the production depart-
ment that never at any time shall there "be an unjustifiable delay
in the operation of the production department. True it, is to say
almost, that even justifiable delays are looked upon by the pro-
duction department as incompet ency on the part of purchasing.
There are many purchases of supplies that must be iaade at the
time of, or immediately after, the need for such material is
expressed, When producti-i. requires material or equipment and
is counting upon the use of such material at a specified time,
the duty of the purchasing :-.gent is to meet the required delivery
time. It might be advantageous to the purchasing regent from a
standpoint of price to place the order a month or six months
later, but the saving in price would not compensate for the
interruption to production.
Consideration of the time element in purchasing must
always be tempered by the point of major importance-having the
material on hand when production wants it, Thus a close ano.
intelligent union between the purchasing a^en* and the prouuc-
tion and planning departments will acquaint the purchasing agent

with the schedule of operations for months ahead* So close must
this union he, that many large companies, notably the Stewart-
Warner Corporation, haye placed the purchasing agent in charge
of the planning department. This does not irapljf that the pro-
duction and planning departments are responsible to the purchas-
ing department, hut rather, in these instances, that the purchas-
ing agent has " een made responsible for his relations with them,
and for simplifying and supplying their needs.
'leans of assuring supply
.
Cognizance of the neea for continuity of uninterrupted
supply on the part of the purchasing agent is not the end itself
hut only the means to the end. The purchasing agent must avail
himself of any or all of the three accepted means of insuring
timely supply. These are:
1. Proper inventory control which we shall discuss at
great len^t-- under the chapter, "Inventory Control," Here, how-
ever, it is essential to note what L, P. Alford says concerning
close contact between the purchasing agent and the stores depart-
ment in order to insure steady supply. "Beyond ordinary contacts
these two departments have other interests in common, the most
principal of which are those of inventory control and the deter-
mination of proper order quantities so as to insure steady and
timely supply , The stores department must keep the purchasing-
agent informed as to the rate of use, stoc;: on hand etc., in
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order that the purchasing agent may buy correctly and have a
continuous flow of material reaching stores in time for the
1
need ,
"
Thus, every requisition from stores to the purchas-
ing department should contain all such information about stock
on hand, rate of use and known future requirements, as will
enable the purchasing department to place its order with the
vendor for the most desirable quantity and proper delivery. On
the other hand, the purchasing department should inform the
stores department about prospective changes in market conditions
or price levels so that the stores department may anticipate or
regulate its requirements so as to insure steady supply at good
prices. Constant application to these duties of close contact
on the part of both departments will soon resolve them into
routine matters accomplishing much in insuring steady supply and
costing nothing in the way of extra effort.
2. The schedule plan for purchases is a somewhat new
idea as explained by Alford. "The schedule plan for purchases
used regul.-rly now is one of the newer methods which has grown to
a position of prominence among purchasing practices. This has
been developed on account of the great need of reducing invest-
ments in stock and insuring adequate delivery and uninterrupted
continuity of supply. Bssent ially it consists in giving vendors
approximate estimates of purchase requirement e over a period of
time in the future, thus placing them in a
Alford, L.P. , "Cost and Production Handbook," p. 350.
Mew York: Ronald Press Co., 1954.
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position whereby they will be able to anticipate ore era ana be
2
prepared to fill and deliver them when received."
The Weatinghouse Electric and Manufacturing Company
:;oes a step beyond this in order to effect minimum inventory
and uninterrupted supply. It expects its source of supply to
have its future requirements ready foi delivery when the pur-
chase order ultimately reaches the vendor in the future, Cf
course, it notifies the vendor ahead of ti::ie what its future
requirements will probably be, but still it expects the vendor
to be actually ready for the order when it cones, I quote a
portion of their future requirement letter: "We are arranging
this to give our suppliera approximate estimates of our future
requirements, with the thought in mind that by doin
:
-; this, we
will place you in a position to anticipate our orders by having
ready for timely delivery, the materials which we are likely
to need in the immediate future. We realize that this meana that
you will have to take an orctinary business risk in carrying our
future supplies on hand, but as regular customers of yours we
do not feel that we are asking anythin- out of the ordinary
when we suggest that you hare ready for delivery that material
which we intend to, and have been used to, purchase from you,"
This seems like a reasonable plan and. an excellent
means to insuring steady delivery except in thos* instances
where the material to be furnished by the vendor is the result
Ibid., p. 362.

of a process peculiar to the purchasing agent's company and
might result in a dead loss to the vendor were contingencies
to arise that would force the purchasing agent to fall below
his estimated requirements. Yet the application of the schedule
plan as far as -oossible will enable the purchasing agent to main-
tain a method cr practice which nay go far in solving his pro-
blem of uninterrupted supply,
3, The records of past performances as far as delivery
periods are required are of inestimable aid to the purchasing
agent. These records as taken from actual freight bills and
shipment reports will show how long it takes vital materials to
arrive from the vencior to the purchasing agent. His own traffic
department may be of great aid in estimating approximate amount
of time required for the delivery of those products about which
the -nurchasing agent has no information
.
The best thing to do
in these cases, however, is to ask the vendor for estimates as to
length of time required for material to reach the purchasing
agent* s company after the order has actually rea.ched the vendor.
This informati cn
,
properlv recorded and filed, will rive the
purchasing gent a veritable library of inf ormation as to
the actual time needed for the delivery of any item, so that
he may regulate his purchases accordingly.
The contact with the planning department
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Close alliance with the production and planning de-
partments will enable the purchasing agent to anticipate the
needs of production. This is necessary because of the pur-
chasing agent 1 a relation to stores control. It becomes part
of the purchasing agent's work to regul te the requisitions
of the production department so that the needs will be stanard-
ized in character. It is apparent also, that since the pur-
chasing agent is to be in close contact with the market and
price trends, that forward orders may be placed without jeopard-
izing the nronpt del ivery so essential to production.
In cases where production is not for stock, as in the
confectionery companies, and where the materials needed for pro-
duction are perishable, then the purchasing agent must keep in
clcse contact with the planning department so that supplies will
be delivered directly from the vendor to the production depart-
ment. In this case the supplies will not pass through the stores
department #and the purchasing agent, through the receiving de-
partment, must keep close watch on the promptness and quality of
deliveries,
" Rush " Orders
.
Since v;e mentioned above that business must be subject
to all sorts of emergencies, it is only natural that due to lack
of foresight the production department may often find itself in
t
-
(
-
need of "rush" orders. However, it is the dxxzy of scientific
purchasing not to eliminate "but to curtail the amount of "rush"
orders. If unfortunate experiences a- e met with continually in
one or two points, necessitating continual "rush" orders, then it
is the duty of the purchasing agent to step in and demand an in-
vestigation into the difficulties leading to numerous emergency
orders. The purchasing agent is well aware that prompt deliver-
ies "by the vendor are sometimes impossible without due notice.
In cases like this, the fact that the r>urchasin^ agenjf may have
various sources of supply selling him the same item will he of
high "benefit to him . By calling any or all of them he may
eventually find one who can make immediate delivery.
In summarizing the assurance of quality let us say
that the purchasing ag:nt must he very alert to make quality
consistent with price, and quality consistent with the require-
ments of production. But his major objective is smooth- running
production and whenever he must choose between an obviously
lower price and steady timely supply, he must sacrifice the
saving to the ultimate good of the production department*
Purchasing produc tion equipment
.
Today production throughout the world, and especially
in America
,
has become highly mechanized. The introduction
and perfection of machinery have combined to make output a fine

and exacting science. Machinery was introduced, to permit e-
normous rises in the amount of production, and further im-
proved to hold the cost of that output at a reasonable mini-
mum without sacrifice to quality. Practically every concern
in the country is dependent upon a physical plant in the daily
course of production, so that the purchase,' upkeep and service
of machinery has "become increasingly important.
To deny that the production engineer is the final
authority on matters of mechanical equipment is folly. ~ To one
in. the company should, be "better acquainted with what a machine
can and should "be than he. TTo one should "be more cognizant of
the strength.
,
weakness, inherent properties and utility of the
company's machinery than he. And despite this certain knowledi
and further despite the company's recognition of these facts,
scientific management today is wont to put much weight in the
opinion of the purchasing agent. In companies where machinery
constitutes a major item of expenditure, they will often em-
ploy a production engineer, make him well versed in the mechan-
ical equipment of the company, and finally submit him to an ex-
tensive training in scientific industrial purchasing. "Then he
is thoroughly schooled they will make him production engineer
in charge of purchasing mechanical equipment.
This may seem like an extremely needless expense, but
when We consider that the cost of mechanical equipment present

a large and vital expenditure of company money v/ith no vis-
ible return, then it is a logical .outlay toward future pro-
fit.
This phase of purchasing authority in regard to buy-
ing equipment is the phase of ordinary purchasing practice
which is much discussed. It would seem logical then to dwell
for a moment upon the accepted practices in regard to such pur-
chasing as contained in a survey mo.de for that very purpose.
Summarized, the study indicated that the number of persons who
function in the purchase of mechanical Equipment ranged from
one to nineteen^ the average was nearly five. " In less than
1% of the transactions 1 'ere all the buying functions performed
by one person alone; in only 9% were two persons involved; in
the most cases from three to five persons functioned, which
showed that the purchase of equipment represented to most com-
panies a matter in which many heads should group in conference
for the ultimate good." " The general superintendent appeared
in 53, 'j of the purchases, the plant engineer in 40 the depart-
ment head in 375, the president in 34% , the general manager in
215, the finance head in 16% and so on. The purchasing agent
appeared in 9jsj% of all the transactions."
The need for production equipment centered largely in
the department of production head himself, for he suggested the
need in 2S$s of the cases and it -./as no reflection upon the pur-

chasing agent that he gave weight to an expression of need in
only 4% of the cases. His duty is primarily one of nurchase
only after a need has been determined* After the need was rec-
ognized however, it was passed on for approval to either the
general superintendent, the plant manager, the president or the
purchasing agent. " Since this was a technical problem the gen-
eral superintendent led in approving purchases of production equip-
ment in 30% of the transactions,while the purchasing agent appear-
ed in 10% of the cases. There was a tendency to allow him to
suggest approval of the need to be authorized in the larger com-
3
paries more than in the smaller ones.'' But the approval of
the need had to be generally authorized by someone who knew
whether the money for
.
such purchase were available or not.
Cnce the need was approved, the selection of the type
of machinery was the next consideration. The general superin-
tendent led in this transaction with the purchasing agent allow-
ed weight in an appreciable number of instances, and generally
in the larger companies again. "Cnce the type wa.s approved,
hov/ever, the make of equipment fell to the decision of the
purchasing agent in 28% of the cases and he was exceeded in
authority, and only slightly, by the general superintendent him-
self. He greatly outweighed the production manager who appeared
as weight in only 21$ of the cases. In cases where the equip-
ment was to cost less than $1000.00, the purchasing agent had
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more weight and nearly was on a parallel with the ^eneral
4
superintendent." Then the make ha.d "been approved, the actual
and final decision was mostly made by the general superintend-
ent in 3351 of the cases. " However, it is interesting to note
that the final decision rested with the purchasing agent as a
close second in 2555 of the transactions while the production
5
manager functioned in only 14% of the cases."
In all this survey, the figures are interesting when
it is pointed out in an addendum that the purchasing agent in-
creased in weight of authority as the company increased in size.
It is also important to note how' many persons are admittedly en-
gaged in the purchase of production equipment so that the pur-
chasing agent must mentally equip himself to measure up to the
authority which is given his opinion in such transactions.
^Tie actual figures in this section are compiled from data in:
lewis,
r
f T. , "Industrial Furcha^ing," pp. 340-42. New York
j
Frentice-Fall, Inc
.
, 1933
•
1. Ibid. p. 340.
"2. Ibid. p. 341.
3. Ibid. 342.
4. Ibid. p. 342.
5. Ibid. p. 342.
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The pnrchaf-irg agent's interest .
The production manager is interested in securing the
"best possible machinery from a capacity standpoint. This in-
cludes large output of quality products, substantial construct-
ion of the machine and ease of operation. The purchasing agent
however, steps in here and takes up where the production man-
ager left off. His is not the desire to merely aid production,
but to work toward the ultimate good of the company as a whale*
The purchase of machinery and equipment presents factors to
him that the production manager may know of hut seldom think
av ou.t.
Tj e points to be considered .
Let us he specific. Is the first cost unjustifi-
ably low or justifiably high? In other words is the partic-
ular type of machinery which the production manager desires
economical in power consumption? Obviously to buy a machine
that ate up the profits in unreasonable upkeep is folly.
Is it so constructed and guaranteed as to need few
repairs? If such repairs are necessary^ who will make them?
Here I think is the major factor in the consideration of a certain
type of machine • It is only natural that some time a machine
will suffer a breakdown. In the event of such happening, how
long will it take to secure the proper parts for replacement?
Are the parts interchangeable with other parts of different

mikes of machine? If so, this advantage will present various
and nearby sources of supply, and through competition, lower
prices.
Is the machine designed for convenient operation?
Obviously, if the mechanism is such that it requires a skilled
attendant at all times, it takes on an added cost. It means
also in case of the illness of the regular attendant that on-
other skilled attendant must be on hand or nearby in order to
facilitate the ease of production.
•What of the machine's adaptability? Does it fit- in
with the present equipment? With slight changes or modifi-
cations could it be made to do other types of work also? The
purchasing agent must also think of little things like floor
space. Is the machine desired, compact and economical of
floor space?
Is the machine in its operation fatiguing?
In event that it is, is the machine properly safeguarded against
accident to the operator? To others? /hat of the fire haz-
ard? Will it cost much for insurance? B|y this time the pur-
chasing agent has brought out points that the production man-
ager had not fully considered, ^""ut scientific industrial pur-
chasing has taught them to the purchasing agent as essential
elements and factors in the purchase of machinery. 3o the pur-
el asing agent knows the wisdom of such investigation into the
purchase of machinery.
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But even if the production manager is able to answer
all these questions to the satisfaction of the purchasing agent,
the latter still has two joints to be considered that may be
insurmountable. Is any other company working at present to
perfect such a machine as we are now considering for purchase?
If this be so, then our machine will be outmoded upon intro-
duction of the perfected model. And everyone -knows that no-
thing becomes so quickly obsolescent in production as machinery.
Finally, how would it be to apply to some company
like the United Shoe l.Tachinery Corporation for example, and
undertake to lease one of their machines? True, besides a
monthly renting fee it would be necessary to pay a fraction of
a cent as royalty on each piece produced, ^t still if product-
ion were forced down, the royalt2r would be correspondingly low-
ered. Then again, service and upkeep would be maintained by the
lessor with no inconvenience to the production manager.
After due consideration the production manager, may
agree that, if possible, the better method would be to lease the
machine in mind. Although such questions cannot be asked in re-
spect to the purchase of other tr^es of equipment such as belt-
ing, etc., the general tenor of the factors is the same.
Salvage , scrap, and waste .
One of the primary, if not the chief, refinements in
purcha.sin.g technique since it took its present practica.1 form
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in 1922, has been the huge and systematic economies effected
by scientific buying. This being so, it is only natural that
the purchasing agent should have a special interest in the
problems of handling scrap and salvage and of disposing of
:aste •
'Then the art of purchasing v/as in its embryonic
stages, ?*r. Gushes claims," The junk nile swallowed a large
1
amount of industrial profits." * "iscellaneous scrap, un-
classified and carelessly mixed; defective or spoiled mater-
ials; machinery and equipment supplanted by more modern appar-
atus; all these found their way to the junk pile to be dis-
posed of as quickly and as well as possible. The conception
prevailed that scrap material as itemized above, was merely
junk and a source of irritation to industry.
^tot the purchasing agent realized that here v/as a
-weak link in purchasing technique, Ye ^egan to look upon scrap,
warte and salvage as h- '-products of production and therefore
possible sources of recognized revenue. He did not regard it as
practical to spend two dollars in operation costs in order to dis-
pose of one dollar of scrap, but he did believe and proved, that
to sell scrap at less than its reasonable marketable value is
analogous to selling the company's manufactured products at
less than the cost of production.
^efore proceeding further, let me say that it is
"Scientific Furchasing," p. 125. I Tew York: "c^-raw-rill Co.,
1928*

recorded that 3arle A. 7 "arm, purchasing agent for the Gener-
al "ctors Corporation, turned his scrap and salvage into the
huge sum of one-quarter million dollars in less than two
"ears. He did it by invoking the principles of scientific
1
industrial purchasing.
/hat they mean to the gurct Lng
_
; ent •
Purchasing did two things in delving into the scrap
problem in industry. It first proved that such a problem
should rest in the hands of the purchasing department. In
sup-^orting this contention the purchasing agent claimed that
his contact with outside concerns together with his knowledge
of materials and prices would be of immeasurable value in-
finding desirable outlets and profitable customers for the
scrap
.
Ke then proceeded to accurately define scrap, sal-
vage and waste. Scrap he labeled as applying to material ot
equipment which is no longer serviceable and must be discarded
by the coffloans** "Taste he defined as material or supplies
which had lost their original form through spoilage, breakage,
carelessness or obsolescence. Salvage to the purchasing agent
meant not merely scrap as previously, but materials which
might be reclaimed, reprocessed and sold at a reasonable price
as a by-product, or even upon occasion , returned to the pro-
duction process in his own company.
Dinsmore ,-Tohn,C. , "Furch ring Principles and Practices,"
New ^'ork: Prentice-Hall.Inc. 1922*

/hat purchasing lias done about them*
Having been given, then, the right to the supervis-
ion and. disposal of there ' by-products, ' what did the pur-
chasing agent do about them? Be did tliree things:
(1) :"e set out to reclaim for the company's own use,
every single item that could be economically adapted, repair-
ed or reconditioned. T~is foremen were to judge -.That part of the
material could be used ' as is 1 by another department in the
company. If the foremen decide they cannot use the material 'as
is' "the purchasing agent wants to feiow if a slight modification
would make it worth while to any of them. Specifically, waste
lumber from one department may be sawn to lengths exactly suit-
ed to another department. Again, as in the case of mechanical
equipment, a few dollars worth of welding may restore a machine
to service or modify it in such a manner that another department
mirrht find a use for it.
(2) If the supplies and salvage cannot be used in any
manner by his own company, the purchasing agent, if he considers
the cost of reclamation as too excessive, classifies them as
scrap and proceeds to search for profitable outlets. Through
experience the purchasing agent may have discovered that by
keeping the scrap in storage at certain times of the year it
would prove profitable in the face of a rising market foi? such
scrap. T'owever, he should never occupy storage space for the

sake of playing a ' hunch 1 about such markets.
In looking for outlets, the grur.ciiasiiig agent will
seek to determine v/hether the scrap 'as is' could be util-
ized by other companies. If this be true, a saving in time
and a marked increase in profit would be his because nothing
would remain but to ship the scrap 1 as is' to the interest-
ed party.
It may happen that a slight change in reclamation
may make the scrap of value to another company. The purchas-
ing agent must then determine if it would be profitable to
make this change himself with a resultant larger selling
price, or if it would be more practical to sell it at a low-
er price in allowance to the buyer for the changes or salvage
he must make. In most cases it is found that to let the cus-
tomer do his own reclamation is the best policy although a
slightly higher profit might be made in the alternate in-
stance.
After every one of the methods of disposing of the
scrap has been exhausted, the purchasing agent may put the
scrap into the hands of a. broker or else invite those interest-
ed in such scrap to call at his company and quote a price on
it. The former will, to earn his commission, make an earnest
effort to aid the purchasing agent in finding a profitable
market. If the Purchasing agent finds it a better policy to

let companies bid for the scrap after inspecting it ^pon the
premises, you can be sure that he will make it a conditioi)
of the contract f at the scrap is sold f.o.b. his company.
This leaves the task of transportation and handling squarely
up to the bidder.
(3) Since, theoretically, there should he no scrap
or. v/aste in industry, (although this is practically impossible)
the purchasing agent may find upon inspection, that some scrap is
due to defects in the material itself. In such cases he v/ill
have no difficulty in receiving credit for these defective mater-
ials from the vendor. This is due to the fact that the vendor
does not want to lose the good-will of the purchasing agent and
is often, too willing even, to make concessions.
From the preceding paragraphs it has been learned that
the problem of scrap is a vital one in industry and a more mod-
ern refinement of purchasing practice. The profits to be made
from careful and competent disposal of salvage materials can be
very large. It then becomes one of the important duties of good
purchasing to impress upon all divisions of the company the need
for systematic handling of salvageable materials so that the
rreatest possible profit, or conversely, the lo-./est possible
loss may be sustained by the company.
fundamental procedure
.
In actual practice, the °*reatest demand made upon the

purchasing agent by the production department is for supplies.
The system which a concern may use in executing this demand
may vary according to company policy but the basic fundamental
procedure is a standard step for all purchasing agents. For
every purchase which the production department may call upon
the purchasing agent to make there should be a requisition or
statement of the need, Ve have seen that the purchasing agent
in his contact with the planning department may at times antic-
ipate the need of the requisitioner in ordering more than seems
to be required in certain instances, however, it must be said
that ordinarily the purchasing agent does not Question the actual
requistion for supply itself, but at the same time must watch for
errors and be on the alert to check possible mistakes in judgment
by others* The problem of what is wanted and when is the problem
of the requisitioner and the latter is assumed to know what he
wants and how .much of it. huch aid can be given to the purchasing
agent by the management by limib^hnn' the number of persons eligible
to authorize the purchase requisition. This will generally re-
strict the authority for requisition to the head of the using
department
•
The mere purchase requistion itself is not an order
for purchase necessarily. It may result in the transfer of stock
from the stores department to the requisitioner. Occasionally,
such requirements may be met by the transfer of surplus stock
from one using department to another. Eventually, of course,
a continuous flow of such requisitions to the stores department
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will necessitate the procurement of new supplies, which is
merely another way of saying that sooner or later such a re-
quisition will become an order to purchase new supplies.
Thus such a requisition form should contain essential inform-
ation, L.P.Alford states that a proper requisition should
contain the following information:
1. Accurate description of goods //anted.
2. Quantity needed.
3. Date when needed.
4. Account to which it is to he charged.
5. Authority for such requisition.
6. Point of deliVery within plant. (1)
This may suggest at quick glance that the requisit-
ion form might he ponderous, but a glance at the actual blank
which we have listed shows that the form can'be very simple
and still contain all this information so vital to the records
of the purchasing department.
This then is the logical and first step in basic pur-
chasing procedure. 7e have discussed the matter of specificat-
ions which -ill be a description of the goods wanted. The quant-
ity needed is a matter for the using department to determine as
is the date of need. The accounting department is naturally in-
terested in the department to be charged for the supplies re-
quisitioned, whether such goods be bought outright or merely
transferred from stock. The receiving department is interested
in the point of delivery to facilitate handling. Thus the com-
pany policy as to the need for knowledge of this transaction ./ill
determine the number of copies of the requisition that .are needed
so that the proper departments will receive one for their records.
"Cost and Prodcution Handbook, " p. 380. New York: Ronald
Press Co. ,1934.

DATE PURCHASE REQUISITION
CLASSIFIED—UNCLASSIFIED STORES
ORDER NO.
ORDER FROM:—
NAME
DELIVER TO
ADDRESS
CHARGE
QUANTITY MATERIAL PRICE
REQUIRED FOR
SHIP VIA: TERMS:— F. O. B. 50418E
QUANTITY ON HAND QUAN.
USED TO 193 USED BY ISSUED BY
LAST ORDER FROM
APPROVED BY
DATE QUANTITY PRICE
APPROVED BY
PURCH. MGR.
Fig* 1. The Purchase requisition or statement of the need.
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It v/oulcl "he unwise for the purchasing agent to as-
sume that because he had insisted upon certain quality and
specifications in his purchase order the materials would he
1 ipso facto 1 up to standard. It is obviously necessary,
therefore, for scientific purchasing to have sone means where-
by it can he sure of the quality of the materials received from
the vendor. Adequate equipment for the inspection of purchases
upon receipt is therefore imperative to good organization.
' In companies where an adequate inspection department
exi.c ts, it is usually found under the engineering division.
Such inspection is a necessary check upon the quality standards
in regard to processirg and production. Its purpose is an in-
spection into processing whereby material is followed through
manufacturing as an adjunct to guaranteeing the quality of the
company's finished product.
The purchasing agent's interest in the inspection di-
vision is different, although definite and direct. He wants to
know if the vendor has actually furnished the material specified
in the purchase order and if not, he hopes to have the imperfect-
ion discovered for him before such defective material goes into
process if possible. Kence, -whenever we ure the term 'inspection*
in this chapter, it refers to the inspection of incoming sup^ies
and purchases alone.
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'Ye have spoken at some length of the importance of
specifications and we have seen the ultimate, definite "bene-
fits to be derived from the proper enforcement of them. 7e have
further seen that purchasing* is to regard such standardization
as an integral part of proper procedure. And yet, having devel-
oped thus far, it has not gone the entire distance in adequately
assuring itself that such specifications are being adhered to
on the part of the vendor.
The most complete specification,however , is not suf-
ficient and unassailable assurance that the proper quality will
he forthcoming. This is the phase that has been overlooked, or
rather, under-developed. To devote much time, engineering and
research effort, ( to say nothing of the expense incurred by such
effort ) to determine what is the best quality for a given pur-
pose and subsequently to make no move to determine whether the
supplies conform to specifications is not efficient purchasing.
t
:
-
^cg Q .p inspection •
If purchasing admits, and it does, the need and im-
portance of adequate specifications, then conversely it must ac-
knowledge the importance of property inspecting and treating
incoming shipments. It should not be assumed by the purchasing
agent that the reliability of established sources of supply is
a guarantee that they will religiously adhere to the specificat-
ions even after they have bid upon and accepted them. Granting

"that such sources have no intent of violating the agreement,
there always exists the possibility: of errors in manufacture
or processing which are discoverable only by test or inspect-
ion* Unfortunately, too, there are some ostensibly reputable
concerns which are not averse to skimping specifications if
they know that the chances of detection are- slight.
To guard against such contingencies, and even to
protect vendors from unscrupulous bidding on the part of a
concern which intends to skimp, inspection and testing .should
be realized as proper and strong allies of effective purchas-
ing itself. And still it is an ackno- -ledged fact that such-
inspection and testing have been slighted in industry. Inspect-
ion of vendor's materials has not kept pace with the general
development of .purchasing.
Naturally, some concerns have no need of elaborate
inspection because of the very nature of the purchases they
use, but a rearonable expenditure for such testing organization
will usually pay large dividends. ! Tecescarily, the a ount of
the investment in equipment for this inspection will be regulate
by the volume and diversity of the company's purchases. The
only hard and fast rule is to provide for adequate inspection
of purchases according to the need.
Continued and favorable development of the purchas-
ing function is certain, however, to eventually prove the im-

portance of inspection as a logical corollary 0f specificat-
ion. Adequate specification, as has been shown, shows that
the purchasing agent knows exactly what he wants. Adequate
inspection insures that he will ret exactly what he ordered.
These are twin principles of scientific industrial purchasing
and therefore a purchasing department which is not equipped
for both essentials has a wilful weakness in its organization.
^ecause the weakness characterizes many industries
today, the purchasing agent who seeks to increase the effic-
iency of his department, with an eye to the ultimate good
accruing to his company, is likely to find the greatest op-
portunity in the field of inspection. To the purchasing
agent the subject of such inspection and testing is of such
fundamental importance as to justify a brief discussion of
the theory on which it is based and an outline of its purpose
and objective. The growing, appreciation- of the waste due to
the use of defective materials, and the misuse of good mater-
ials, has increased the importance of the scientific inspection
of incoming supplies.
Perhaps the retarded development of inspection can
be tra.ced to the fact that the importance of testing purchases
is underestimated. This is understandable because the results
of inspection are all negative and therefore, intangible.
Careful day-to-day inspection of incoming supplies acts as a

scientific check upon the carelessness or unscrupulousness of
the vendor, Pecause any and all variations are caught arc. cor-
rected., there will he little immedia.te opportunity to effect any
lar^e or tangible economy; hut if the inspection division re-
laxes its vipil^nce, then the • raste from this source :ill in-
crease at once* Adequate teFtinc' facilities, efficient inspection
and a true grasp of the importance of such inspection are respons-
ihle in a large manner for the high standard of much of the
equipment, material and supplies now being sold.
"Too much stress cannot be laid upon the importance
of testing the quality of products before use. In some companies,
a.s railroads, the prior inspection may result in the saving
of lives. For example, when steel rails are delivered to
such a company, gny defects found before they are put into use
will be the means of preventing possible accidents, ^he mere
fact that such rails are furnished by a reputable vendor does
not insure against any manufacturing or processing defects.
^here is no real place in industry for the rule-of
thumb method of inspection. The strength or quality of deliv-
eries varies and cannot be left to guesswork or even to in-
telligent opinion alone. The quality of the deliveries must
be checked, since experience shows that no tw© articles, even
from the same lot are identical; that is, quality varies con-
tinually and always tends to go below the desired standard. A

guard against imperfect quality can be effected by establish-
ing certain limits "beyond whlcfi variations may not go without
violating specification. Inspection, therefore, can judge
and measure the quality actually produced and thus keep it
within the limits deemed Allowable in conformation to manu-
facturing and corporation practices.
^t the real importance of adequate inspection lies
in the fact that not only does it judge, hut also does it
measure. It judges by mentally compa.ring the furnished pro-
duct with 'the specifications. This is the final action and
the one on which the decision as to acceptance or rejection
is base&i It measures by actually comparing the furbished
product with the standard specified. In inspection the 7.<orh-
manship is judged; dimensions, strength, composition and util-
ity are measured. Judgment is personal and could vary or err,
but measurement is impersonal and not subject to error.
It is natural that if inspection is competent, waste
accumulating over a period of time and due to imperfection of
purchases will be reduced to a minimum. In discussing salvage
and scrap we learned that purchasing could, in some instances,
determine whether the waste were due to defective materials
and subsequently could obtain a refund or credit for these
materials, But finding this out costs money and, though jus-
tifiable in those instances, is unwarranted if the inspection
department carries out its work conscientiously.

•Finally, most, articles can be definitely inspected
upon a judicial or measurable basis. The ultimate aim, there-
fore, is to properly tag supplies as to their consistency with
workable quality. To do less is to spend time in specifically
designating the quality needed by a company and then do no-
thing to check that quality in the actual material.
"ethods of inspection of incoming materials
.
There are three definite methods of inspection employ-
ed in industry. These methods can be briefly listed as sampling,
laboratory analysis and retesting. In concerns where the in-
spection of material has no need to be highly scientific or com-
prehensive due to the nature of the purchases, the method of samp-
ling may be perfectly adequate. This phase of inspection is
based upon the mathematical theory of probabilities. It involves
the assumption that a sample taken at random from a lot is prob-
ably representative of the entire lot; or that a portion of mat-
erial is probably like the remainder of that material. Sampling,
therefore, is obviously an economical method of inspection and
usually safe if experience proves that the results can be trust-
ed. It is necessary, though, to have safeguards which can be
applied to this ne thod and prevent probable error. The importance
of beginning right is obvious and if the first piece from a lot
of new purchases is subject to actual processing tests and sup-
plemented with samples taken from the middle and end portion of
the lot the chances are favorable that a very adequate idea of

the quality of the entire lot is obtained. Adding to this, •
the inspector may take samples at random from the lot and keep
subjecting them to -actual process so that the discovery of fut-
ure and probable defects will be made before the lot is through
stores and - aiting for processing. It is also necessary to sub-
ject the lot in stores to sampling from time to time as an added
safeguard.
If there are any doubtful points along the line of in-
spection the same samples can be sent through the inspector's
hands without his knowledge so that he must give an opinion of
the quality of the same sample more than once. 7niformity of de-
cisions on these twice-sampled portions will do much to prove
the adequacy of the method. In other words, the concern realizes
that the method of probability is subject to error and all safe-
guards must be taken to rule out the human element as much as
possible since in those concerns there is no call for the more
scientific method of laboratory analysis.
There can be no denial of the fact, however, that
when justifiable, the method of laboratory analysis is the most
scientific. This is a result of the fact that quality may be
best determined by a service test and therefore indirectly by
simulated service. Laboratory analysis rests on the existence
of easily applied standards, such as weights, measures, hard-
ness, chemical composition and so forth. The laboratory can
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simplify and standardize the colors of materials, for instance,
so that analysis will show the amounts of the primary colors •
in proper quantities, "There sampling relies upon the fact that
nearly all materials can be measured by some standard, labora-
tory analysis can determine the constituents of materials, plus
the critical points of the company's process which make extra
demands upon the raw material. Chemical analysis is used to de-
termine the proportion of elements in the materials. The X-ray
is used to reveal the internal structure and presence of flaws
together with the lack of homogeneity that may exist in supplies
like steel, iron, etc. The microscope is used for metallograph-
ic study and numerous other purposes in seeking to discover
either where flaws exist, or where the material lacks the
strength to withstand the actual process to which it is to be
subjected.
The check upon laboratory analysis lies in the fact
that such inspection is to be applied only upon the basis of
Whether +he material lives up to the specifications and con-
ditions under which it was bought. The specifications them-
selves should contain those demands which laboratory analysis
or the engineering division feel will be made upon the mater-
ial in actual process. Again, to make laboratory analysis
practical, the results must be able to be reduced to simple
'yes' and 'no' answers in matters of acceptance or rejection

of purchases. For this reason, allowances, limits, degrees
of variability;* must "be set up in the inspection division out-
lining the degree to which a material may vary from actual
specification. These limits, allowances and tolerances will
simplify laboratory analysis to the depree where lengthy
technical reports wivIl rot he necessary hut merely a simply
'yes' or 'no f may be issued in regard to the quality of the pur
chase analyzed.
Finally, and repeating, the'^asis of inspection fey
laboratory analysis must always be the terms of the purchase
contract, since faulty material cannot be returned for credit
or refund unless it violates the actual specifications demanded
of it in the purchase order.
detesting, as suggested by the word itself, is prac-
tically self-explanatory 1". Multiple tests, including new labora
tory analysis or re-samplirg
3
should not be made unless a reas-
onable idea prevails that mistakes "ere made in the first test.
Products once rejected fairly should not be subjected to retest
merely because the vendor offers commercial concessions for the
re-acceptance
,
' ""enefits of inspecting incoming materials .
There would be no need for industry to consider the
question of inspection at all unless there were benefits to be
derived from it. At the outset it must be remembered that spec

ifications are to v e formulated by the requisitioning depart-
ments on the basis that they are aware o^ their needs and the
quality demanded in the supplies* Just as it has been shown
that the purchasing agent has no right to change or abrogate
them, so now it must be said that the inspection division has
no right to change or reform specifications.
A strict observance of this fundamental will lead to
one of the two major benefits to be derived from scientific in-
spection, namely that of modifications in specifications lead-
ing to an. 'opening up of new sources of supply. In the course
of its ordinary routine, the inspection department may discover
that a certain materii.l used by the company is essentially like
some other material on the open market. 3EQr consulting with the
requisitioner the material now being used may be adequately
substituted without loss of quality. " This may allow the
purchasing agent to enter into an open market and by com-
petition among vendors secure lower prices on the substitute.
This has often happened and has been the means of effecting
.such economies as would pay for the cost of operating an ade-
quate inspection department for incoming purchases.
Secondlv. close inspection which follows the material
throughout processing and production may lead to an improve-
ment in supplies that will make for facility in production,
less waste and no appreciable rise in the cost of the improved

product.
Inspection of purchases would be necessary if only
to protect the company from improper or faulty materials
which lead to a lower standard of quality in production. But
when scientific inspection, properly organized and controlled,
includes also the "benefits mentioned av ove, it amply justifies
adequate amplification.
Arguments against its control by -Torch - r:\rr
.
Mentioning the proper contro"1 of inspection brings
to focus One of the much-discussed and controversial subjects
in connection with any treatise upon industrial purchasing. It
is the subject of the relation of inspection to purchasing.
L.F.Alford makes the statement that, " Inspection,
rightly considered, is no part of purchasing duty. It should
be independent of the purchasing department, although all dis-
putes as to quality, maintenance of specifications, etc.,
should be referred to the purchasing department for adjustment
With the vendor.
"
The personal opinion of the writer is that Alford
is correct although in his particular work he gives no reas-
on for the statement. Probably he considers the argument
so one-sided that he does not deign to -bear out the content-
ion. However, I consider inspection as a separate and dis-
tinct function .and science. Proper supervision it is true,
Cost and Production Handbook, p. 346. !Tew Yorks
Ronald Press Co., 1934.

is needed over it but not interference with it. Its relat-
ions with f>urchasing should be merely clerical .and routine,
consisting of reports and suggestions. Since the subject is
divided into two camps however, we must, in a thesis embrac-
ing industrial purchasing practices, include both sides of the
story. Since - re have .just mentioned Alford, let us start v/ith
the arguments against control of the inspection department by
the purchasing a^ent.
.7»T
,T
. Mitchell claims , " The "^nsnection of inbo^ind
shipments, however, may be rightly considered as a function
of the production department. The performance of this de-
partment depends in large measure upon the quality of raw
materials with which it is provided. To function effectively,
it must be given the right both to soecify what shall be pur-
i_
chased and to pass judgment upon what is actually delivered."
Kis lo^ic seems sound. If the production department is called
upon to turn out a suitable and worthy product it must have
the right of knowing what was the quality of the material it
received for production. Production has also been called upon
by the purchasing agent to make comprehensive specifications in
regard to requisitions. Acceding to this demand, it then be-
comes the right of the production department to determine if
these specifications have been adhered to. His knowledge, ( th<
nroc'pction manager) o^1 materials is gre^t^"^ te^h^^cal and in—
spection should be a technical function. Any difficulties met
v/ith in inspection of incoming supplies will ultimately need
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Howard T. Lewis, however, things he hag caught the
fn i'7 ixi th -* s "J ocf1' c '/hen he remarks , " 'The test being made is
not, of "the production department's finished product, hut rather
1
of that of the vendor." But still he fails to bolster his
well-taken point - 'ith any facts. Ee merely decides that to let
the inspection division know that it is a part of purchasing,
will help the former to gain a sense of responsibility regard-
ing the purchase of materials* This ao'oears to be an ill—ad-
vised abstraction on the part of Levris. "Thy cannot it be like-
wise true 'that if the inspection division feels it is an integral
part o"^* the production function* it *""11 take a pride in assur-
ing that department of the absolute quality of the materials
used in that department, and of the rigid adherence to the
s^st1 i f catd ors on the part o -^ the venoor?
Opponents of the coalition of purchasing and inspect-
ion seem to feel that their greatest argument is that inspection
shonllo1 be a o^e^k on purchasing "^n "^ep'ard to Quality. The1 '-
seem to think that if the inspection division is independent of
purchasing that when a rejection is ordered regarding purchases,
the purchasing agent must immediately accept the rejection.
They claim that, to avoid too many rejections which may make
his department look inefficient or careless, the purchasing
agent, if in charge of such inspection would tend to minimize
rejections. It seems though, that this is more of a reflection
3
"Industrial Purchasing ? M p. 113. Few
" rork: Prentice-Hall,
Inc., lr33.

upon the integrity of the purchasing agent than a logical
form of opposition, hut it shall stand merely that the pro-
ponents of the coalition may answer it.
The retort of these defenders is that this latter
phase of inspection, namely rejections, should be a reflect-
ion upon the ability of the purchasing agent rather than up-
on his honesty. They asrume that the purchasing agent is as
honest as the production manager and they further state that
in the case of too many rejections the purchasing agent will
prove himself incompetent ahd will eventually he found out
a.nd removed.
The views of both camps could be adduced indefinite-
ly, but it would seem wisest to end the discussion with a word
from a gentleman who is practically neutral and one therefore,
whose ideas may lean less towards bias. rTohr C. Pmismore says,
" Just what the relation between inspection and purcha^irg
should be depends la.rgely upon the personnel of any partic-
ular company and the general lines of authority* There is
much to be said in favor of having the inspection department
under the purchasing agent. Generally speaking, however, the
best interests of all v/ill be served by having inspection sub-
ject to production. Since that department is responsible for
production, it is only natural and just that it should have the
means to check upon the quality of materials. This arrangement
" Purchasing Principles and Practices," p.SO.Yew York:
Prentice-Hall, Inc. , 1S22.

may secure the means of checking the purchasing department,
and may serve to keep "both departments in a state of constant
alertness,
"
He, then, seems to have arrived at the proper solut-
ion. Coordination and cooperation should prevail within the
company and the natter of control of the inspection of incom-
ing materials and supplies should "be settled with these two
ideals in mind.
Fundamental procedure
.
'Since the purchasing agent's interest in the inspect-
ion division relates to the inspection of purchases, fundament-
al procedure calls for the proper receiving and inspection of
the vendor's shipment .-"hen it reaches the purchasing agent's
company. 7e have noted that the receiving department generally
receives a copy of the purchase order in our study of that
particular purchase form. This is so because the receiving de-
partment is to check shipments upon arrival as to quantity,
quality and other essentials. It is always good policy to omit
showing the quantity ordered upon the receiving department's
copy so that it will be obliged to actually count, weigh or
otherwise record the shipment. The receiving department's re-
cord, a copy of which should be forwarded to the purchasing de-
partment, should bear the following information for the purchas
ing ».</rent:

1» Quantity received.
2. Medium of transportation.
3. Condition when received. (damaged, etc.
)
4. ^ate of receipt.
5. Purchase order number,
6. Identifying marks on shipment.
7* Type of container.
Such information is vital to the purchasing depart-
ment so that any variation as to quantity or condition of the
shipment may be taken up immediately with the vendor. It also
prevents the invoice clerk in the purchasing department from
authorizing the payment of. invoices which are not correct state-
ments of the actual quantity received by the company,
Tt is also the duty of the receiving department to
forward shipment for inspection. The method of inspection is
unimportant and a matter of individual policy 9 but the fact of
inspection is important so that the inspection division can for-
ward an authority to accept the invoice to the purchasing depart-
ment, Questions as to improper quality, defective material and
rejections should be taken up at once with the purchasing agent
if possible. It will facilitate the adjustment negotiations ;ith
the vendor if the material is decided upon as soon as possible
as to quality and adherence to specifications,
A copjr of the vendor's record as to adjustments and
settlements of claims is to be kept in the purchasing depart-
ment and is a record of the vendor's reliability, A copy should
and does remain with the accounting department as a check upon
the purchasing agent's record in adjusting claims with the vendor

RECEIVED ORDER NO.
FROM
PART
COMPLETE
Shipment of the Following Material:
REMARKS:
Number of Gross Wt. Received Via Pro. No.
Boxes Freight
Prepaid
Bales Amer. Express
Ibis. Overland Express
Collect
Crtn. Parcel Post
Received By Deliver to Approved For Quantity
By Quality
File Chronologically in Receiving Dept. After Goods Are Delivered to Destination.
55803 A 21150 ARCOFOLD AMERICAN REGISTER CO. BOSTON. MASS
Fig. 2. The receiving record.
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-; - REIATIOF TO ! " "~ TRAFFIC .
It has already been noted that txro of the funda-
mental principles of scientific industrial purchasing involve
tirnelv deliver"- and the maintenance of the lowest possible
price. Since transportation costs money it is evident at tie
start that traffic of incoming materials may add quite a little
to the original cost in the c ses of companies whose deliveries
are large and continuous. It seems unnecessary to point out
then that this phase of traffic deserves much attention and
study so that the lowest possible rates may be obtained,
3up ,olyinr' production ,
riut in the rush of production it is assumed that
this price angle has been carefully considered and fused
into the purchasing policy, so that the question of timely
delivery assumes the larger importance. It is true that only
a catastrophe or an Act of Sod is accepted by the production
department as an excuse for interrupting that department; and
it may be adcied that these excures are accepted reluctantly.
It is not that the production department is unreasonable, but
that it presumes that all the factors of traffic have been
carefully considered, thereby providing for a possible emerg-
ency.
./hen production is held back because of lack of
materials, the entire schedule is disrupted. Labor has no worl

to perforn and yet overhead continues relentlessly. Then the
supplies are finally obtained the production department must
rush with resultant larger expenditures, to catch up with its
planned program. Since purchasing is aware, through the plann-
ing department, of the schedule and since the clerk in charge
of following up orders has certain defined duties, as we shall
see in our study of procedure, then the "burden of delivery is
laid squarely at the door of the purchasing agent,
"~eces.:ity of cooperation .
In pointing out the necessity ox close cooperation
"between the purchasing and traffic departments, we shall at the
same time be pointing out the arguments advanced against con-
trol of the traffic department by purchasing. The correct study
of traffic is a science in itself. The purchasing agent must con-
sult the traffic division so that, the lowest possible rates con-
sistent with expeditious delivery may be obtained. Too often the
purchasing agent, ignorant of the problems of routing, may be
tempted to succumb to the lowest freight rate with a resultant
loss of time in delivery.
Since the traffic department is also in charge of
commodities leaving the company itself, it is logical that,
both outgoing and incoming shipments be placed under one de-
partment. This leaves it squarely up to the traffic depart-
ment uncontrolled by purchasing influence. fhen in the normal

course of procedure the purchasing department learns that a
shipment has been delayed or tied up at the shipping point,
it must immediately contact the traffic department in an ef-
fort to arrange for a re-routing of the shipment. In many
larg-^ cities there are comiercxal traffic organizations which
v/ill help expedite shipment through the traffic terminals of
t"~ose cities or through their contacts in other cities. An un-
controlled traffic department v/ill be able to maintain relations
with these bureaus to the ultimate benefit of the company. Pur-
chasing after all is but a function and not the entire scope of
business management, and it necessarily follows that to place
the traffic department under the purchasing agent is to weaken
its effectiveness because of the lack of attention which traffic-
routine would naturally and necessarily receive.
?.e-routing, however, may be a minor item in consid-
eration of the more damaging accident of lost shipments. The
purchasing agent may report a faulty or slow delivery to the
traffic department. The latter might find upon investigation
that the shipment has been lost en route. This contingency in-
volves knowledge that the pm^chasing agent should not be cabl-
ed upon to possess. A letter sent by the purchasing department
to the point ••-here the shipment was last seen is of no use be-
cause by the time the letter arrives the shipment may have left
that point and be of no further concern to the recipient of the
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letter. A traffic agent however, with his knowledge of trans-
portation methods, by use of the telephone, telegraph, and out-
side contacts, may locate and expedite the delivery of the ship-
ment with no Ions of time. This phase of traffic procedure is
the strongest argument against control of this particular ag-
ency by purchasing.
The knowledge of freight rates, classifications, de-
murrage and oth^r special charges should he sought by the pur-
chasing agent in the settlement of freight hills. Claims for
lost or damaged shipments, custom clearances, adjustments and
transportation regulations are rightfully the knov/le^.^e of an
independent department. Of course some concerns are so small
that the purchasing agent may he the traffic officer, hut yet
in those concerns the production manager may also be the pur-
chasing agent. Bat in any consideration of the theory of big
business management it must be admitted that the duties of the
traffic agent are so varied and of such importance that in a
concern of any size, such duties should be incorporated into
an independent agency.
The study of traffic is a science .
It has been seen therefore, that the relation of the
purchasing agent to the traffic division is of interest to the
purchasing agent only for the sake of expediting delivery, ob-
taining the lowest freight rates, best insurance and fewest
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complications, "eyond that the purchasing agent's authority
should not extend, for no executive should be called upon to
control a departmeii$* whose duties and their ramifications
are foreign to him. There is no doubt that an independent
traffic department within a company will be anxious to maintain
a high standard of efficiency with resultant benefits not only
to the purchasing agent but to all departmental functions, A
traffic department under the purchasing agent might be inclined
to be sluggish and the location of supervision over incoming
traffic within the purchasing department would necessarily
mean the creation of a new department to handle outgoing traff-
ic, chiefly because purchasing has no relations with the latter
function whatsoever. Such a waste of organization should be
unthinkable. The clearer and more scientific plan is the
establishment of a traffic department useful and available to,
but independent of, the purchasing agent,
fundamental pro c edure ,
The placing of a purchase order specifying the date
delivery should be made does not necessarily relieve the pur-
chasing department of the obligation to insure the promptness
of that delivery. Thus fundamental procedure provides for.
a
follow-up of the purchase order. The importance of this basic
step in procedure is obvious since the maintenance of uninter-
rupted supply depends primarily upon the timely receiving of

n<~>
material.
Every purchase order, as we shall see in our treat-
ment of it, should "bear a specified delivery date and the duty
of the follow-up clerk is to avoid, or at least to learn of in
time, any accidental delays in the schedule of the delivery
that might disrupt steady supply* It is for this reason that
most companies forward acknowledgement slips with the purchase
order so that the vendor may return them as a sign that he has
received the order and upon which he writes the date when de-
livery should he made. The accepted practices and duties of tl
follow-up clerk will he analyzed in our study of the duties of
the personnel.

PLEASE FILL OUT AND RETURN PROMPTLY. DATE
WE ACKNOWLEDGE RECEIPT OF YOUR ORDER AS PER NUMBER BELOW AND WILL SHIP ON
OR ABOUT.
SIGNED
PURCHASE ORDER
PER
Form 40911
Fig, 3. Acknowledgement slip to be sent with purchase order.
American Optical Company
ESTABLISHED 1833 VOLUNTARY ASSOCIATION 1912
4)
Southbridge, Mass., U. S. A.
Subject - Order
Dear Sirs:
We have not yet received your acknowledgment of the above
order. Has this been received? If so, when will shipment be made?
Yours very truly,
AMERICAN OPTICAL COMPANY
Purchasing Department
Fig. 4. From letter used by the follow-up clerk.
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ITo purchasing agent believes that the merchandising
function should be controlled or supervised by purchasing.
Ever howard T. Lewis, while an active e^qoonent of magnified
purchasing as a pancea for the ills -and shortcomings of in-
dustrial management, is quick to recognize the fact that mer-
chandising and sales are not only a distinct and independent
function but also of an importance that transcends even that of
purchasing.
It must be realized however, that the activities of
the merchandising function may at times produce problems of
immediate interest to the purchasing agent. This occurs when
such activities may mean a change in supplies, in sources of
supplies, or in prices of supplies due to an improved material
demanded by the merchandising department in the production arid
promotion of a new product.
Necessity of contact .
3ince the purchasing agent is closest to the question
of urice and sources of supply, he may be of value to the mer-
chandising department in suggesting possible modifications. For
example, let us assume that the merchandising department is con-
sidering dropping a certain product as financially impractical
and is seriously considering the promotion of a new idea along
the same lines. The purchasing agent may point out that so much

of the material used in the product to be discontinued is on
hand that a complete substitution would evolve a consequent
loss. Thus the merchandising department, though dropping the
product as planned, may incorporate into its new product such
elements as would alio' r the use of the supplies on hand.
If this be impractical, there exists the strong
possibility that the merchandising department will forego the
nromotion of the new nroduct until all the old material on
hand is used. In the first case the company will benefit by
promoting a new commodity with no radical charges in raw mater-
ial, sources of supply or cost. In the latter case this close
contact between departmental executives will prevent the com-
pany from keeping a raw material that might become a de?,d loss.
Cost of production .
The sales department, as part of the merchandising
activities, generally keeps a close watch over the cost of pro-
ducing the commodit: r ihich, is beinc " nrerchandised. T ~ i s interest
in the cost of production creates another re' son for close con-
tact between the purchasing agent and the merchandising depart-
ment. It is obvious that the merchandising function is eager
to promote those company commodities which cost the least to
produce and yield the larger profit. It is indisputable that
the merchandising department knows more about the commodity
which their company sells than the purchasing agent, but it is

further indisputable that the purchasing agent knows much
about the economic conditions surrounding the material compos-
ing tba/~ commodity. Thus "between then the two departments may
be able to " ring about the use of those raw materials which wil.
yield a lower cost of production and yet not impair .the final
quality of the finished product.
.
"..
.
It has been pointed out, and upon reflection seems
logical, that it is highly important that the purchasing agent
keep in close contact with. the schedule so that he may be able
to make his purchasing plans accordingly, an agreeable and
cooperative contact with the merchandising department the pur-
chasing agent may be made aware of all planning in regard to
future production. Proceeding on this realization, it has be-
come standard practice to have the purchasing agent on all gen-
eral merchandising and planning committees as /ell as on the
materials standards committee. The purchasing agent will be
wise to realize that generally such contacts will be of more
value to him than any suggestions he may be able to ma.ke to
these boards.
~N
e c i'sr o c ity .
In following the trail of the purchasing agent's
interest in marketing we come to a problem as undesirable as
it is necessary. It is the question of reciprocity. To de-
ny that any industry in the country makes no use of reciprocal
relationships or opportunities is folly. And yet it is a

matter of policy solely in the hands of the sales department.
A ^roper policy may aid in opening up new sources of sale
for the company, an improper policy may be the means of strain-
ing the purchasing agent's relationships with vendors.
Used discreetly however, and "born of cooperation be-
tween the purchasing agent and the merchandising department, it
may be highly beneficial to a concern. I do not deny that there
are perhaps, purchasing agents who seek to make their position
more solid with the management by forcing vendors to reciprocate
with their companies in the matter of placing purchases only
with those vendors who patronize the purchasing agent's own
company. However, I do say that the sales department can do
much to relieve the purchasing agent of such an odious duty
when it seems that such tactics are embarrassing to the pur-
chasing agent.
The purchasing agent, however, who goes to the other
extreme and refuses to cooperate in any degree is not work-
ing with the sales department for the ultimate good of the
company. Reciprocity, therefore, is a matter for sound judg-
ment and good taste. It should never be overlooked by the
purchasing agent in enabling him to supply his sales depart-
ment with possible sources of outlet. In fact the purchasing
agent ought to maintain a policy of patronizing those companies
consistently who are agreeable to his sales department.

Fundamental pro c e din*e
.
As a general rule, the actual carrying out of the
relationships between the purchasing department and the mar-
keting department is fulfilled "by the purchasing agent him-
self. It consists of the oral or written suggestions of the
purchasing agent in regard to materials standards. Almost
always these opinions and suggestions of the purchasing agent
are judged by management as to their practical worth. As we
shall see in our study of the formula by which purchasing ef-
ficiency is measured, the purchasing agent is credited only
with those amounts and savings resulting from suggestions to
the merchandising department which are accepted and approved
by management itself.

Since the purchasing' department is primarily in
charge of buvinp" its comoanir 's sutr^ies. and sinoe the fin-
ance head is charged with the obligation of paying* for them,
the relationships between these two departments become def-
inite and important ones. In fact, 7.-Y. Mitchell claims that,
"
T
"o' '^ere in the organization is there need for closer cooper-
i
_L
ation than between the purchasing and financial departments,"
Since the burden of this relationship cannot be
.thrust solely upon the shoulders of the financial department
,
it therefore devolves upon the purchasing agent to acquire
that necessary financial knowledge which will help him, not
only in his contact with vendors, but also with his own fin-
ancial executive.
It is true that in the industrial structure the pur-
chasing agent may he restricted by specifications to his choice
of materials, but it is equally true that he is unhindered in
his selection of sources of supply, terms, credits and resources.
Any purchasing agent in charge of large expenditures is fa.ced
with the need to receive the most va.lue for his money, and
more than that, to make the money work for his company.
The function of the financial department is to pro-
" Purchasing1', M p. 146. ?Tew York: Ronald Press Co., It 27.

vide, control and disburse the funds necessary for the con-
duct of the business. This being so, the purchasing agent
is dbliffed to realize that all his purchases must Be ulti- ;
mat el;; financed. This relationship becomes different from
those in which the Purchasing agent acts in an advisory cap-
acity* Here he must assume the role of consultant,
A prerogative of the financial department is to
curtail expenses, expenditures, or even to divert funds from
one purpose to another as the welfare of the- company may nec-
essitate. Consequently, no purcharing agent can or should
make extraordinary expenditures. Of course most companies
according to individual policy make an accepted practice of
allowing the purchasing agent to have the authority to make
some purchases4
,
generally for amounts not exceeding one hundred
dollars, without the need of consultation and solely upon his
own judgment, 7e are concerned, however, with those extraordin-
ary expenditures which may occur at the wrong time in the mind
of the treasurer. If the purchasing agent presumes the prerog-
ative and proceeds to make such purchases without consulting
the financial department, the company may be embarrassed by hav-
ing to finance the purchase, once contracted for, with funds al-
ready allotted to another source. On the other hand, if the
treasurer peremptorily refuses to sanction the purchase, al-
though feasible financially, he may have to pay a heavy premium

::i.
for such a refusal at a later elate in the form of higher
prices.
Again, the problem of inventory is of vital inter-
est to the treasurer since it represents to him an investment
of the company's money. He thus must oversee purchase commit-
ments to the decree that a large investment of money, plus an
increased inventory with its carrying charges, is not brought
about by the purchasing agent's desire to buy bargains indis-
criminately. In other words, prominent authorities point out
that the saving in money as seen by the eye of the purchasing
agent sometimes becomes distorted and unreal when seen by the
eye of the treasurer. The latter sees difficulties in financ-
ing purchases, controlling them, etc., that reduce most profits
that look large to the purchasing agent to unjustifiable expend-
itures as matters of company profit. In other words, where the
purchasing agent has an. eye to departmental efficiency through
savings, the treasurer must consider such savings in relation
to the financial polic: r of the company as a whole.
Thus, strict adherence to the purchase budget, plus
conferences with the treasurer on matters of speculative or
bargain purchasing, may eliminate any friction that might arise
as a result of the purchasing agent's tendency to rely upon
his own judgment exclusively.

~uoretary control *
Je have seen previously that by close contact with
the planning department, the purchasing agent may he foretold
of the material requirements for a definite scheduled period.
There is another sort of scheduling in which the purchasing
agent must necessarily participate . This Is the- cojnp.any ' s
financial planning or budgetary control. At the outset it must
be understood that the proper budget is not compiled bv_ the
purchasing agent but rather for him.
This budgetary control may be defined as:
" 1. Assembling information that may have
an effect on operation during a
specified future period.
2. Applying this information to fore-
cast" trends and form a budget.
3. Using the program currently for
measuring operations." (1)
From this definition it may be concluded that budget-
ary control is a definite plan, compiled from the most reliable
sources, to outline and limit expenditures as an important aid _
to management control, '.'/hen the master budget is broken down
the purchasing agent will receive a purchasing budget which is,
in effect, a plan which tells him plainly how much to buy, when
to buy and when to hedge his purchases and why, for a certain
ensuing period of time. It is not a plan that the purchasing
agent can regard lightly or ignore,
In the formation of the budget, and its resultant bud-
11Budgetary Control in Industry," p. 11. tfew York!
Management and Industrial Conference Board, Inc. , 1931*

crgtary control* the purchasing agent is generally rot 3. partici—
pant , or if so, only as an adviser in relation to departmental
needs. It therefore becomes a norm by which procurement can reg-
ulate its purchases and a law by wl ich those purchases are re-
stricted. It benefits the purchasing agent by minimizing his
responsibilities, and by contributory interdepartmental suggest-
ions makes for closer coordination. These benefits are inherent
in the very functions of budgetary control which are;
1. It supplies a guide - for the purchasing
department in placing orders.
2. It" coordinates sales and purchases.
3. It supplies the information required
by the financial department which is
responsible for providing the funds
with which to pay the budgets.
4. It provides a standard to judge whether
the purchasing agent is maintaining
adequate and economical inventories.
In summation, Mitchell says of it," Budgetary control
orovides another and. very important means of coordinating inter-
departmental relations.
"
'"'errs, credits and discounts.
As one of its duties, and further as one of its relat-
ions with finance, L;P. Alford says, " The purchasing department
should as one of its functions, watch terms of payment and keep
in close touch with the financial department f s policy. At times,
loss of a discount or a slight increase in price due to extended
payment periods, may remove the necessity of borrowing money at
" Purchasing, n p. 150.New York: Ronald Press Co., 192?.

an interest charge greater than the increased price, rne
chasing department can also arrange payment when any orders
are -placed, to coincide with receipts of cash "by the financial
X
department.
"
The purchasing agent of a company much pressed for
working capital finds that he has to do business with dealers
who are willing to extend liberal credit terms. It stands to
reason that such vendors are not offering extended terms as
an altruistic gesture. The price that the purchasing agent
must pay is in higher prices and loss of discounts. And the
matter of discounts can he of vital importance to the treas-
urer.
It is the duty of the purchas ing agent to ascertain
the policy of the financial department as to the discounts to
he taken and the following up of them. For this reason, Alford
points out that there are two means by which the purchasing ag-
ent and treasurer can make the taking of discounts a matter of
routine. The treasurer prepares for the purchasing agent his
policy as to the companies and the size of discounts favorable
to prompt payment. This is kept by the invoice clerk in the
purchasing department and is used as a reference in the check-
ing of every invoice, ".'/lien pressed for time, the clerk can
rush through those invoices that are on the treasurer's pre-
ferred list.
"Cost and Froduction Handbook," p. 344. ITew York:
Donald Press Co., 1934.

The second measure relates to the invoice record
sheet which the treasurer forwards to the purchasing agent,
and which outlines those invoices which are wanted as soon as
possible and,pointing out the time limit by which they .are
wanted, are expected to he an aid and guide to the invoice
clerk. These invoices which are listed as to vendor and amount,
are the ones to he rushed through for payment. If any of these
invoices represent orders about which there is difficulty as to
quantity, quality or damage, the treasurer must be notified,
since the final adjustment of the claim may result- in a correct-
ed invoice with a new discount date,
Thether the. treasurer takes advantage of the terms
on invoices is a matter for him to decide. The purchasing -ag-
ent has no right to dictate financial policy as to p&yinentSj
and that the treasurer ignores certain companies and discounts,
is no re .son for the purchasing agent to refrain from trying to
receive the best terms he can, even from those companies which
are being ignored.

Inventory control
.
"/ere the purchasing1 agent to observe all the fore-
mentioned relationships with the financial department and
then lose all sense of proportion in regard to proper invent-
ory control, he would nullify all his good work. Inventory
control is nothing more or less than complete regulation of the
quantity of supplies on hand.
We have seen that the contact with the stores depart-
ment is advantageous to the purchasing agent in that it informs
him of the rate of use of any material together with the amount
of any particular material on hand. This aids the purchasing-
agent in assuring steady and timely supply.
It is also true that inventory represents investment,
and in determining the efficiency of the purchasing department,
the purchasing a^ent is charged 12'7j for the amount of inventory
on hand"!" This is a debit in the reckoning of efficiency mid
it should be the plan of the purchasing agent to keep that debit
at a minimum.
Thus it is that actual procedure now maintains that the
purchasing agent should keep records known as perpetual invent-
ory, in which the purchasing agent can see from day to day the
amounts of material on hand. Thus, as the problem of proportion-
ate inventory is studied, it resolves itself into two phases
which must be well determined by the purchasing agent. The
T
Lev/is,H.T. , ''Industrial Purchasing, " p.3P2. Prentice-Kail,
Inc. , New York: ir?3.

3first relates to the most economical quantity to buy' at any
one time so that the stores department vd.ll have enough to
take ©are of the need and any emergency that might arise with-
out purchasing so much that too much investment has to he made
at any one time.
Hie second question is related to, and an off-spring
of, the first. It relates to the peculiar problems of storage
both within the company and without the company. Tithin the
company, the ordering of quantities of any particular supply in
excess of the reasonable demand merely consumes space belonging
to other items of purchase and supply. Storage outside of .the
company presents problems in investment and upkeep due to the
charges that must be met for such storing. Storage in- either
case brings with it those elements of depreciation, obsolescence,
etc., which have to exist in industry but at the lowest possible
degree. As we shall see later, such elements in the storage
problem are held as debits against purchasing efficiency. Ob-
viously, if there were no purchases there would be no inventory,
so that purchasing agents have given much time to a study of
maximum' and minimum inventory control whereby Large price sav-
ings can be effected safely in the first instance, and the
amount of inventory and investment can be safely reduced in the
latter instance. It has come to be accepted as one" of the better
methods of inventory control.

Traximum and minimum inventor?/ contro 1
.
•
,
— *
'
—
" 77ith the stores department under his watchful eye,
the purchasing agent may protect the interests of his company
by laying in reasonable and profitable stores of standard
material requirements." This is the sage observation of J, C.
Dinsraore
.
However, the ptarchslsing agent must realize that behind
that watchful eye must function a mind capable of formulating
plans for the wise control of inventory* Industry has found
that a system of maximum and minimum inventory will prove to be
a highly satisfactory measure of control. This is the system
whereby the purchasing agent, through the channels already list-
ed, determines the immediate need and proceeds from there to
a determination of quantitative maxima and minima.
Let us assume that, the purchasing agent has forty un-
its in stores and production requirements are one hundred un-
its each month. The purchasing agent may know by experience
that the delivery requires from five to ten days. TTe then nro-
ceeds to draw up his minimum inventory in the following manner,
With forty units in stores and a hundred units required, he
has ar. actual demand for sixty units. However, this hundred
units is already needed for current production, so the purchas-
ing agent orders an additional hundred units to take care of
the period following withdrawal of the current month's one
"Purchasing Principles and Practices," p. 70. STew York:
Prentice-Kail, Inc., 1922.

hundred units* To allow for all possible -emergencies
,
delivery
delays, losses, etc., he may find it reasonable to add one-
hald month's supply to the order, or fifty units. His reasoning
then resolves itself into a mathematical control system some-
what like the following:
60 units to care for excess of immediate
demand over stock on hand.
100. units to care for estimated scheduled
demand of immediate future.
50 units as a margin of safety.
210 units then becomes the rate of minimum
control of this item. (1)
This then, hecomes the standard he must maintain as the lowest
possihle amount of that particular material he can safely carry.
Maximum control is the obverse of this. It resolves
itself into the largest possible amount the purchasing agent
may carry so as to enable him to take advantage of good prices,
discounts or whatever other financial inducements the vendor
may offer him. It is arrived at by judging what he can safely
carry through a study of the schedule and by contact with the
planning department in ascertaining future production pro-
grams. Obviously, the purchasing agent who established his
maximum inventory without advice from these departments, and
solely on a 'hunch' is reverting to over-buying which is to be
discussed. A discontinuance of use of the material which he
thus buys will entail such a loss as to wipe out any economies
he has effected.
Alford, L.F., "Cost and Production Handbook," p. 367.
P.onald Press Co., Nsw York: 1934.

Che p'Trch .slug agent is obliged to "bear two facts in
grind when establishing his own plan of maximum and minimum in-
ventory control, The first is that a definite ordering point
must be established which* when rea.ch.ecL, calls for the purchase
of a particular supply. This ordering point is to be determin-
ed at that amount of stock which is finally readied in stores
due to withdrawals, and which is the lowest possible point that
can safely be reached before a new order for the material is
sent to the vendor. In reaching the ordering point, the pur-
chasing agent must take into consideration the amount of time
necessary for the vendor to deliver the shipment; the possibil-
ity of any delay in delivery; the production schedule for the
period during which deliver;- is being made.
If the ordering point is too high he will be losing
the v enefit of minimum purchase quantities since he will ob-
viously have on hand more than Justifies a new purchase. In
the same manner, this high ordering point may throw his max-
imum order out of control so that he will find himself with
more of the material than he should safely carry.
The second fact is liable to v e overlooked by the
purchasing agent once he has set up his maximum and minimum
schedule. It is the fact of the necessity of revision of his
programs from time to time. Factors in the formation of these
programs may change as to new rates of use; price fluctuations
which might make maximum inventorrr o^rclases dangerous* a rising

market which might make minimum purchases costly; changes in
the merchandising policy which might make the future product-
ion schedule uncertain.
Naturally, all these factors are not liable to creep
into the problem at once, biit it is the duty of the purchasing
agent, by constant study and revision of the proper purcha.se
quantities of the major items of supply, to guard against haz-
ardous underbuying or costly overbuying.
If it were possible to make so fine a distinction,
it might b« said that of the two evils, underbuying is a
shade less serious than overbuying. And yet of the two evils
the purchasing agent invariably leans toward the latter. For
strained relations between the purchasing agent and the treas-
urer; refusal to consult the financial department; disregard of
the purchase program; all of these can easily lead the purchasin,
agent into overbuying.
And yet there are two more common reasons for this
lack of buying judgment that can exist even in the face of co-
operation between these departments. The first is a result of
personal pride on the part of the purchasing agent. Every ex-
ecutive in the Company expects and requires of the purchasing
agent that he keep a full stoc& of supplies on hand to pre-
vent interruption of the production program. Realizing the

criticism -that will be his if the quantity of supplies on
hand proves inadequate, the purchasing agent nay he tempted to
purchase such large quantities that he vri.ll he in no danger of
censure.
There is a tendency also among purchasing agents to
buy a bargain in the interests of economy. And yet no econ-
omy ever justified the actions of a purchasing agent who is
unable to resist bargain offers. It is an axiom in industry,
and one of which the purchasing agent should be primarily aware
that barp*a^ ns do °^ot exist in such a de r:~i^ee that a concern is
justified in tying up its capital in excess inventory. ";on
whom, other than the purchasing agent, can the company rely
to osrr1 " out sa^e and poT' enable Quantitative nurGhasinCf and
control?
Storage ,
^o make overbuying and lack of inventory control
more culpable , there exists the problem of storage of mater-
ial. In most companies, especially if the purchase budget is
being adhered to rigidly, the space within the company itself
may be a/equate for storeskeeping. Ordinarily, inventory carry
ing charges, or storing costs, will more than counterbalance
the savings on price effected in the purchase of some mater-
ials. Thus the purchasing agent who finds himself too ready
to buy barrains must realize that the initial cost of the

material may not "he the final cost, since storage charges add
to the primary cost of the supplies,
Frank Parrish, Supervisor of Inventories in the U.S.
Steel Corporation, says, " The Storing cost per annum of any oj
the major purchases is twenty-five per centum of the value of
1
the item." Proceeding further he "breaks do*.vn this twenty-
five per centum and thus gives the purchasing agent much food
for thought in. "buying those materials Which require storing.
According to lar. Parrish, the division of this percentage is
as follows:
Storage facilities 0.25
Insurance ... *25
Taxes ••• .50
Transportation ••• .50
Handling and distribution ... 2.50
Depreciation ... 5.00
Intere st • . . S • 00
Obsolescence . . .?.'.« ".'C
..',,00
Proper attention to the: e details, and realization
of the part that these factors play in the ultimate cost of
materials, Jill enable the purchasing agent to establish
whether a bargain is really a bargain or not. Ultimately it
may react favorably to the treasurer who will find less need
for large disbursements due to erratic and untimely buying.
Since the purchasing agent is fundamentally a buyer
seeking the best savings he can obtain for his company, it be-
comes natural that he should be interested in, and affected by
" Cost and Production TTandbook." n,357. New York:
Ronald Press Co., 1^34.

price trends. Thus it is that the purchasing agent must rely
upon speculative purchasing at tip.es, because, as Gushee points
out, 11 Scientific purchasing encourares buying at low lines ox
the market and limited "buying at the high points,"
Speculative purchasing signifies that the purchasing
agent is buying in advance of ordinary requirements in antici-
pation of a rising market, or buying-' much less in anticipation
of a dropping market, Regardless of the abuses to -;hich spec-
ulr t"! ve d 1 i^ch r ' "m f* ma'' oe sub~i ,o ctea it ~* s an essential o_c in"*
dustrial purchasing. The purchasiiag arent who stoclced up in
supplies only to have the price steadily decline has encumbered
his company vdth stock that will ad" to the cost of production.
It appears then, that speculative purchasing is a necessary
element of industrial management.
Advantages.
Despite my feelings, rhicl ' e definitely opposed to.
the untrammeled freedom of the speculative function in any pur-
chasing Agent, there are certain advantages to be derived from
sound speculation. The purchasing; agent is in excellent posit-
ion, through his daily and numerous contacts with salesmen, to
avail himself of any information they mg_y possess. Adding to
this a lcnowiecige of the market which obviously he must possess,
he may be a le to judge wl at is happening or will happen to
prices. Therefrom will cone the first and most cle?r-cut of
_ ________ __________________
" Scientific Pvp?abasing , " p, 104. Hew York: McGraw-Hill
i
Inc., 1928.

speculation's advantages, that ox' lar; e savings in purchase
prices. There is no need to enlarge upon this advantage
since scientific purchasing lays its claim. to industrial im-
portance upon the facts of economy of operation and the re-
sultant increase in profits to the company.
The: e is a second and very definite advantage of spec-
ulation, however, which is of immediate ana definite benefit to
many other departments in the company. It is the greater margin
of profit that may foe realized on the finished product, whose
price does not fluctuate as does that of the raw material used
in its construction. To take a commodity and reduce its pro-
duction cost from seventy cents to sixty-five cents is apparent-
ly of tremendous profit to the company since the salable price
of the finished product will probably remain at its previous
figure.
Pisadvantar •e s .
Paradoxically, it is in the -attempt to ei .ect these
advantages and savings that the distinct disadvantages of spec-
ulative purchasing occur, ./hen the purchasing agent is so anx-
ious to capitalize on apparent market conditions, he is very
apt to neglect his production schedule to the extent that he
exceeds planned programs in an attempt to analyze the market.
It is true that this may work out beneficially, but it is mere-
ly putting him right back into the dangers of overbuying.
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It is further apparent that to effect any appreci-
able savings, he must buy in large quantities so as to take
full advantage ox low prices. This condition will bring him
face to face with the problem of storage of the surplus with
its factors of obsolescence, insurance,, etc. ,/e have already"
seen that the storage factor levies a tax of twenty-five per
centum per annum upon the value of an item so that the pur-
chasing agent must secure a large profit to justify this ex-
tra charge.
Since the purchasing agent is not infallible, he may
make an error in estimating market trends, in which event the
effect upon his company might be disastrous. Time has shown
us that men who live by the market, understanding its problems
as well as man can, have frequently ended in bankruptcy. This
phase thus develops ..hat I consider the greatest opposition to
the policy itself. The purchasing agent has no license to bet
or gamble with another person's money. This is what speculative
purchasing is. It is the policy whereby the purchasing agent
may pit his knowledge against the uncertain vagaries of market
fluctuations with not" ing to lose but his prestige, since his
gambles are being paid for with the company's money.
The matter of speculative purchasing, if to be con-
sidered at all, must become a matter of company policy. The
appropriate executives, especially the treasurer, should have full
knowledge of, and first sanction, the speculative activities
of the purchasing agent.

Economic lot size formulae .
The purchasing agents themselves of late years have
been much interested in finding a formula for the most econ-
omically sized purchase order. This is especially so when a
s^re system of maximum and minimum inventory control is being
used by the purchasing a^ent. The National Association of
Purchasing Agents has adopted four formulae as representative
of the proper theoretical procedure in arriving at economic
lot sizes. These four formulae are finally broken dov/n into
two groups, one of which takes into definite account the giv-
ing of quantity discounts in connection with large purchases.
The first formula considers that six factors, which
can be mathematically treated) influence the size of the most
economical lot to be purchased. The factors are:
1. The cost of procurement from the time
the purchase is requisitioned until
the goods have been received, checked,
inspected and put into stores.
2. The* quantity to be purchased for a
given scheduled period.
3. Interest charges for carrying the .in-
ventory.
4. Storage charges.
5. The reserve stock necessary for emerg-
encies.
6. The unit purchase price. (1)
Thus in formulating an equation for the proper pur-
chase lot, all of these factors must be represented except that
of the reserve lot necessary for emergency. This is so because
the formula considers an emergency as having no place in routine

purchasing beyond feeing provided for. The result of the appli-
cation of mathematics to these factors is the following equat-
"1/
si L
1 is the quantity to be purchased;
G is the total procurement expense for the order,
H is the storage factor.
L is the interest factor. (2)
For example: If the procurement cost of an order is
$ 2,50, the storage cost is ? .0000006, and the interest factor
is $ .00000015 and Q will equal
7 ,50 or 1,826 nieces as the economic.0000006 plus .000 rO015 lot size. (3)
The interest factor is calculated by multiplying the
unit purchase price by the interest price or rate and dividing
the result by twice the number of units used in one year. This
division by twice the number of units is made because the in-
ventory v/ould be constantly decreasing due to use, and the in-
terest charge could only be made, against the average amount in
stock, not against the whole lot purchased. In the same way,
the storage factor is calculated by multiplying the cost per
square foot by the number of square feet necesr. ary to store
each unit, and dividing the result by the number of units. In
this care no average can ^re struck since there must be storage
s^ace for the entire lot hen it arrives.
The second formula is like the first and differs only
in that it becomes more highly mathematical. Thus " G " which

represents the procurement cost in the first formula, is cred-
ited in the second formula with any additional discounts that
may be gained by quantity "ourchases. To make up for' this cred-
it, hov/ever, the second "formula 'designates that the storage'
factor of the first formula " F " must include obsolescence
and deterioration charges. This computation then, ma.kes the
second formula more cumbersome and of a ifighly mathematical or-'
der. The result to be determined, that of the economic lot size,
and the method of arriving at it, by equation, are .the same as
those of the first formula,exeept, aj n t 1, for " in lusion
of those factors which admittedly make the second formula more
highly scientific than the first, but at the same time more
ponderous*
In fact, it is interesting to note, that although the
rational Association of Purchasing Agents itself selects these
methods as ideal for arriving at the economic lot size for pur-
chasing? nevertheless it hastens to qualify the selection. "The
value of such formulae, as a practical matter and accepted prac-
tice is open to very serious discussion. In other words, there
is no point in working out to the nicety of an extensive formula
the amount to purchase, whenj once having reached it, one is
compelled to modify his equation by the statement that there is
no substitute for judgment, and that the factors of individual
company policy and conditions must be given more serious con-
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qicieration in modifying the. result. Inquiry reveals not a
single concern in America using any such accepted formula for
arriving at "'"he economic lot size, beyond considering such fact-
ors in the light of individual practice. It is true that the
work which has been done by these formulae is worth something,
d ue to ti e fact that, ti ey call attention to the necessity for
deep consideration in arriving at the economic lot size in pur-
cl asing. As a devrlce of any real value to the purchasing offic-
er, they are probably worthless beyond that one contribution* As
a matter of cold fact they are positively dangerous, since they
are likely,- 3.ssuming that any one could or would use thern,-
to create the impression that the same mechanistic procedure
which has condemned the arbitrary use of maximum and minimum
4
can be a:plied under these circumstances.
"
The facts and figures contained in this section are compiled
from data contained in:
Lewis, : . 11 Industrial Purchasing," pp. 159-164. New York:
irentice-Hall , Inc
•
, 1933
•
1. Ibid. p. 159.
2. Ibid. p. 160.
3. Ibid. p. 160
4. Ibid. pp. 163-64
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There are three steps in basic purchasing procedure
that may either interest the treasurer or be affected by the
financial department's policies. These are; (1) quotations or
bids; (2) analysis of the proposals; (3) the checking of the
invoice.
Very often the purchasing agent will discover by con-
sulting the files that the vendor who sold the company the last
lot of any particular supply is still the logical source from
whom to secure the present lot. However, when the purchasing
agent, or treasurer, is uncertain of the price he is paying for
any commodity; when he wishes to seek the lowest possible price;
or when the material to be purchased is a new item, he generally
submits requests for a quotation to certain vendors.
L.F. Alford maintains that the best interests of the
company will be served if such reouests are sent to not less
than three nor more than five possible sources of supply. Such
requests should be specific in describing the material and if
possible should give the following information:
1. Quantity to be ordered.
2. Full specifications.
3. Point to which goods are to be delivered.
4. Delivery time allowed.
5. Date when quotations will be considered.
The requests for quotation besides giving' the vendor
the information listed above, should seek the following;
_
"Cost and Production Handbook," pp. 383-295. Hew York:
Ronald Press Co., 1934.
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1. Price,
2. F.0.3. point,
3. Terms of payment,
4. Delivery time,
5. Any special terms the vendor wishes to make.
The question as to whom the quotations should be re-
quested from depends upon the records of the pure, asing agent,
and he should seek to get the broadest possible price picture.
Purchase record cards should indicate any sources of supply
that have been found to be unsatisfactory in the past. They
should also reveal where the best prices were obtained in past
negotiations. Then a new item is to be bid upon, dependence
must be placed upon the purchafing agent's knowledge of the ven-
dor field, or upon registers, files of advertising matter or
catalogues.
Plow far these requests for quotation should be follow-
ed up depends upon how much information is needed, I'.ost compan-
ies make it imperative that all quotations be submitted be "ore a
definite date, ruling out all late entries. Often it is desir-
able to secure ever;/ vendor quotation before the actual purchase
order is placed. For this reason the quotation record card may
be used as a basis for a simple follow-up system, showing at all
times what quotations have been requested and what quotations re-
ceived. This card may be plc\ced in a tickler file to bring up
unanswered requests in time for the follow-up. This card is also
the medium for tabulating and comparing quotations and is necessary
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in some form or another depending upon the method of analysis.
Thus, negotiations leading up to the actual placing
of the purchase order may seem cumbersome and can "become de-
cidedly so unless a rational check is kept upon them. The
method itself is a matter of company policy. Properly supers
vised, such negotiations can be reduced to mere routine and pre-
sent no cumbersome prolongation.
Studying the proposals received, selecting the vendor
and actually forwarding the purchasing order itself necessarily
follow the reception of quotations. The analysis of the pro-
posals submitted by the vendor and ultimate selection of the
proper vendor are matters of company policy and affected by sucii
conditions as price, discounts and terms, lut the actual pur-
chase itself is common to all concerns. Actually, every com-
pany in the country uses purchase order forms. The ideal pur-
chase order as outlined by Alford should be the vendor's author-
ity to ship and charge for the goods specified, and is the buy-
er's commitment to the vendor for the value of the goods re-
1
ceived. It is the most important of purchase forms and its
provisions and conditions of purchase should be carefully
planned and continually checked for revision. It should in-
clude a purchase order number to be used by the vendor in
shipping and billing the goods. It will identify the partic-
ular transaction throughout each step of procedure and should
1
"Cost and Production Tandbook," p. 383. Hew York:
Ronald Press Co., 1934.
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act as the identification of the purchase in the records,
necessarily > it should clearly state the 'quantity
of goods //anted; the quality demanded; specifications as to
delivery and transportation; billing instructions as to the
number of copies of the invoice needed by the purchaing agent;
terras and conditions of payment; prices to be paid and mis-
cellaneous clauses and conditions which vary with trade condit-
ions or customs.
An acceptance or acknowledgement of the order must be
made by the vendor to bind the agreement unless the order it-
self is an acceptance of a quotation. The use of this enables
the follow-up clerk to keep delivery under control.
Accounting information given on the purchase order is
not sent to the vendor but should be typed in on those copies
which are used in interdepartmental relations so that proper
instructions for receiving and charging materials will be had in
the company.
Obviously the date, signature and the vendor's name
and address are necessary to the purchase order and need not
be discussed.
Opinions as to the number of copies needed for in-
ternal company u;;e vary, but generally six copies are ma.de and
divided as follows:
1. Vendor's copy.
2. Acknowledgement form to be filled by
vendor and returned.
3. Purchasing department copy.

1 • .
4. Accounting department copy,
5m Receiving department copy,
6, Inspection department copy.
If the preceding steps in procedure have progressed
.smoothly up to now, the next step "becomes that of checking" the
invoice. The important points to be considered by the invoice
clerk are:
1. Quantity,
2. Quality
3. Prices,
4. Terms,
5. Transportation charges.
6. Aiding the financial department to take advant-
age of discounts according to company policy. These duties and
the actual methods of meeting them are to be treated in the con-
sideration of the duties of the personnel.
The actual invoice form to be used is in the hands of
the vendor unless the purchasing agent furnishes forms to be
used. It is the general practice today, however, to adopt a
standard form which makes for uniformity in design and in facil-
itation of operation on the part of the invoice clerk.

1PURCHASE ORDER
American Optical Company
ESTABLISHED 1 833—VOLUNTARY ASSOCIATION 1912
FACTORIES AT SOUTHBRIDGE. MASSACHUSETTS
4)
r
Southbridge, Mass., U. S. A.
Date
Order No.
Terms
F. O. B._
Please enter our order as specified below. Render invoice in duplicate.
BILL TO AMERICAN OPTICAL COMPANY SHIP TO
VIA
QUANTITY ARTICLES PRICE
I
For Acct.
'
,
N. B. This order is subject to conditions printed
on back hereof.
DO NOT INSURE
Parcel Post Freight Express
Release shipments to Express Go. at value not exceeding $50.00
American Optical Company
Purchasing Manager
Fig. 5. The purchase Order
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NV 170i;i
CHARGE OR CREDIT REPORT
Date
Settlement of Invoice of (Date ) Our No Amount $..
Covering Material Purchased on Purchase Order No r> • • T) , XT& Keceiving Record No.
From (Name of Vendor)
(Address)
/ - i
Lnarge vencjor Subiect to Following Conditions:
Credit 6
Charge Purchasing Dept.
Credit Account
Material Returned tor By
Credit—See Shipping Order No
Replacement—See Purchase Order No.
Original—Attach to Invoice—Send to Accounting Department S030SA
Fig. 6. The charge or credit report used by the financial
depart, ent.
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6. PURCITASI?TG AG^ Tr™5 V^LMJON TO LA7 .
Since the primary function of the purchasing agent
is the "buying of his concern's supplies, it naturally follows
that such purchases shall be governed by certain and definite
laws and regulations. True it is, that at times the purchas-
ing agent may he held personally liable for purchases and any
errors in commission of his duty. It has been held, therefore,
that there are three occasions when the purchasing agent is
personally liable for the purchases he makes. These are:
1. Then he makes a false statement concern-
ing Ms authority with intent to de-
ceive the vendor.
2. '.Then he performs a damaging act without.
authority, although he may believe he
has such authority.
3. ".'/hen he breaks a lav; even thoTjgh support-
ed, by his employer. (1)
However, these infractions rarely occur, since the
purchasing a£ent by indicating that he is acting as an author-
itative agent for his company, and in the lawful name of his em-
ployer, t>us binds his company to responsibility for his pur-*
2
chases. It is this duty as a responsible agent that binds the
purchasing agent to a strict observance of the lav/.
Since we have been told that American industry ex-
pends fifty-one billion dollars for material yearl3r , it is
only right that the purchasing agent have such a fundamental
and -orking knowledge of the law, that he avoid such legal
T
2 Corpus Juris, Agency Sect. 20^.
2
Collins vs. Buckeye State Insurance Co., 17 Ohio State 215.

entanglements as would be costly to the finances or reputation
of his company. . This does not necessarily imply that the pur-
chasing agent need he a lawyer, since the legal knowledge is
strictly elementary, but it does mean that he be aware of his
legal obligations and the manner in which he can incur infract-
ion of the law.
Since ignorance of the law excuses no one, and fur-
ther since the business world still observes the maxim " caveat
emptor," it devolves upon the purchasing agent to have an ade-
quate familiarity with the law. It is not only that as an agent
he protect his company but also that he be able to avoid person-
al liability that he should devote himself to a grasp of the leg-
al rudiments relating to his profession. It is not logical that
he should make large profits through long months of study, only
to lose them and more through legal errors and difficulties. It
is also true that in matters beyond his ken, or involving sit-
uations beyond his comprehension, he may rely upon legal counsel
for solution and guidance. TTowever, the industrial purchasing
agent's duties do not allow him to spend too much time in con-
ference with legal advisers, so he must necessarily adjust him-
self to dealing legally with those every-day matters which come
under his jurisdiction.
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Contracts
.
A most important duty of the industrial purchasing
agent is the proper entering into and drawing up of contracts.
Since practically all of a purchasing agent's supplies are
contracted for, it is only natural that the purchasing a<~ent
have a sound knowledge of the laws governing contracts and the
extent to which he is obligating his company. Fundamentally, a
contract is nothing more or less than an agreement of such nat-
ure that its terms can be enforced in a court of law if necess-
ary. However, the purchasing agent mast realize the essential
elements necesrary to make a contract enforceable and valid.
These are:
1. Agreement.
2. Responsibility.
3. Consideration.
4. Legal object.
The first element, that of agreement, indicates that
there has been, or must be, a meeting of minds as a result of
an offer made b"^ one party to another. T^is nro'iosal ma^ r be
either oral or -ritten, but certain features of a contract
when not expressly indicated, are taken for granted by law.
"/hen nothin0" is said of the terms' of the contract, the purchas-
ing agent must realize that the law considers cash payment as
the understood requisite. Then there is no express mention
made of delivery, the Purchasing agent must realize that the

Ill
law will regard the unwritten tern as connoting delivery fter
the price is paid.
Since "/e have considered the importance of the re-
lationship between the treasurer and the purchasing agent in
regard to proper terms, it "becomes necessary that the purchas-
ing a/rent does not allow an unexpressed method of terms to
bind his company to cash payment if contrary to financial pol-
icy • Since re have also, seen the necessity of timely delivery
to an uninterrupted production schedule, the purchasing agent
must 1 e alert to adequately express terms so that he will not
have to wait for delivery until the invoice is paid for.
Fundamentally, therefore, the purchasing agent should
make sure that the contract commits the vendor to deliver, and
himself to accept, a certain quantity of goods, of specified
qu lity, at a definite price,within a definite period of time.
TT-n'e; "however, is on"W the beginning of the purchasing
agent's interest in. a contract, since it follows that the con-
tract and its terms must be duly accepted. The manner of the
acceptance of a contract is one of its most important • feat-
ures. Generally, however, let it be said that the acceptance
of a written instrument should be awritten instrument. Or
it can be said that the acceptance be of the same nature as the
contract itself, ^hus if a purchasing agent agrees to contract
for a purchase by medium of the telegraph, a return telegram of
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acceptance is a v?Jid acceptance. An oral acceptance of an oral
contract is valid, but it would be difficult for a purchasing
agent to prove an oral statement, hence the need for a written
instrument.
If the pi irch.asing agent accepts an equitable con-
tract upon oral agreement that it involve some changes in ex-
ecution, the vendor is not liable for those changes as long
as he fulfills the terms of the contract itself. Thus the
•marchar ing agent who wishes to make a few minor changes in a
contract should call for a completely new written contract con-
taining the ch?,nges he desires. This protects him when nec-
essary to legally enforce the terms of the contract. Let it
be said that the best means for the purchasing agent to adopt is
to have written contract forms ready and printed by his company,
so that he may instantly know that when they are accepted by a
vendor all legal entanglements will be avoided. This makes
for standardization of contracts within a company anc7has oft-"
en proved a valuable aid to the purchasing agent in a court of
law as a means of establishing precedent.
responsibility
.
The contract can be enforced only wRefc it is an
agreement between responsible and competent parties. This is
of . immense importance to the purchasing agent, that he know
whether he is lawfully binding the vendor to a fulfillment

of the contract. Since the position of the purchasing* agent
is generally clearly defined in relation to obligating his
company, that of the salesman of a vendor is not. In many
cases the court has upheld the vendor as against the purchasing
agent in determining the validity of a contract because the
salesman for the vendor was in position to make no such terms
1
as contained in the contract.
It is important for the purchasing agent, therefore,
to contract with the proper party so that his company will be
duly obligated. It is also of importance to the purchasing
agent that he keep records of his contractual relations
with the vendor
,
for if the past shows that the vendor was
in the habit of honoring his salesman's contracts, this pre-
cedent will react favorably to the purchasing agent in a
court of law.
Considerat ion .
Another important and well-established law of pur-
chasing contracts is that if any individual in the contract
fails to keep its promise or agreement, the other party is
automatically released, from fulfillment of the contract, and
in every instance the party who acts in good faith has a legal
rirht of action for damages for the breach, or he may sue
and compel the defaulting party to perform the agreed a.cts.
It is important for the purchasing agent to realize this and
to contain such a legal detriment within the contract itself.
-
Slater V Savannah, 11C5 S. E. 75S, also, Ralston V
Arhtur, 135 S. 7. 36€.

It at once defines the obligations of the two parties and
shows what can and will happen if there be a breach. As
mentioned above, the pnrchaslng£ agent by having on hand care-
full}/ planned contract forms, will eliminate the necessity of
studying this phase of proper contracting with the issuance of
each new contract.
legal object.
It doesn't seem necessary to remark that one of the
essentials of a. contract is the accomplishment of some law-
ful purpose. A violation of this fundamental is also unethic-
al on the part of the purchasing agent and more often than not
makes him, rather than the comoanv. oersonal.lv responsible.
Cn the other hand there never will exist in industrial manage-
ment a condition obligating the purchasing agent to circum-
vent the law. All his supplies are specified for him, the amount
of the purchase budget is also compiled for him, and finally,
the cost of materials in relation to production cost has been
estimated. It remains therefore, the only duty of the purchas-
ing regent to observe these added aids and by doing: so he will
never be compelled by company policy to evade the law in se-
curing materials. lien a purchasing a^ent does violate legal
regulations, he does so personally and in an attempt to enhance
his reputation as a scientific executive -..nthin his own company
by the securing of such prices, terms or quality. Such violat-

ions become then a matt r of ethics
>
obligating the company
in no ".ray, and serving to brand the purchasing agent himself
as personally liable for such breaches.
Intent infringements
.
However, the purchasing agent in all good faith may,
in the execution of a valid contract, be guilty of violating
the law* This becomes true when he becomes a party , even in-
nocently, to patent infringements. This occurs when the pur-
chasing agent bu£s supulies whose use or disposal will result
in patent infringement. It makes no difference that the pur-
chasing agent may be an innocent party to such violations, the
fact remains that he is held accountable and finable in a court
of la./.
It is well for the purcv a^ing agent to remember that
the owner of the patent is privileged to sue the manufacturer,
the vendor, the buyer of the invention, or indeed, all of them.
It makes no difference that the patent owner generally sues
the manufacturer, in which case the purchasing agent will be
held as a less liable violator, it is up to the •nurchasiiv; ag-
ent to see that his company is not held as a party in any suit
at all.
The best way for the purchasing a,gent to avoid the
payment of fines for such infractions is to incorporate into
his contract such clauses as will specify that the vendor is

responsible for any money lost fcy the purchasing agent as a
result of patent infringements. Again appealing to the nec-
essity of having standard contract forms on hand, we find that
this will save the purchasing agent citing this specification
with each new purchase contract. It is important also to re-
member that a mere promise by the vendor to reimburse the
purchasing agent in event of infringement is not binding, and
in drawing up this clause within a contract all the above-out-
lined essentials of a legal and valid contracting must be ob-
served.
Insurance of ~~-rotccti'
n
.
The complexities of the delivery problem, together
with its problems of responsibility and control, can be re-
duced to fundamentals readily grasped by the purchasing agent.
It is safe to say that practically every purchase contract in-
to which a purchasing agent may enter, obligates the vendor to
make delivery in a specified condition, in a specified way or :
to a specified place. Although these specifications can be ordin-
arily contained in the contract form we have spoken of, the
purchasing a^ent ma-< r -^ind t-fmoe ^ \J*+j.v0 © Jio urxj una ax, imes that a better price can be
obtained by changes in the statement of delivery method.
For instance,the purchasing agent nay find through
his traffic department, that by relieving the vendor of the
responsibility of transportation in a certain instance, hp may
n
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acquire such lower transportation rates as will "bring- the cost
of the material to a more profitable lower level. In this
case he may contract for the stock f.o.b. the vendor's place
of business. The purchasing age^t must realize then, that in
this case the vendor's interest in, and obligation to, delivery
ceases when he delivers this material to the carrier. If any-
thing happens to the shipment it is the purchasing agent's
loss since he acquired title to the property immeo.is.tely upon
the vendor's transference to the carrier. Any hope of reim-
bursement must be effected between the purchasing agent and
the carrier. Even if the court sustain the carrier as spec-
ifically rot liable in the particular instance for the loss or
damage of the purchasing agent's property, the purchasing agent
must nevertheless pay the vendor as if the delivery were made in
good order.
Thus it would seem, and it is a fact, that the pur-
chasing agent leans more to the idea, of buying the supplies
f.o.b. his own company. In this case the vendor is responsible
for the material throughout the journey and the risks and prob-
lems of delivery are necessarily his. The vendor's duty is not
done until he lays the commodity dowm where the contract speci-
fies.
If the purchasing agent makes no specification as to
place of delivery, the court qirn'f^c +^.,+ +^ . . n ,
'
° ^ ^° ,jrT
-
spicules that the material be
3<
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shipped f.o.b, the vendor's place of business. This is im-
portant to the Purchasing agent since it may mean an increase
in the cost of material, when he purchased it under the as-
sumption that it was a delivered price.
In most cases the purchasing agent will find that the
traffic department in his own company is well versed in prob-
lems of delivery and risk. Cooperation between the departments
will result in a lessening of the purchasing agent's need of
legal knowledge beyond the fundamentals listed.
Guarantees
.
The purchasing agent who realizes the workings of the
maxim " caveat emptor," in his relations With vendors will nat-
urally seek to protect himself through the medium of guarantees
and warranties. But even f en he must be aware of the differ-
ence between expressed warranties and implied warranties.
xpre s s ed warranties.
/hen a vendor makes a statement concerning the qual-
'
ity, durability or utility of his product in order to sway the
purchasing agent, he is making an express -/arranty. It is then
assumed that the purchasing agent purchased the vendor's com-
modity on the strength of such assertions. However, the. bid-
den is upon the purchasing agent to prove such an expression
and he should see that the warranty becomes a part of the contract.
Any vendor who is sincere will not hesitate to guarantee his
product so that this problem should never present too much
Ij
difficulty. The question is to prove the expression of warr-
anty in the event that the material fall "below the desired or
promised standard. Let the purchasing agent merely mention
that a written warranty may prevent forgctfulne ss on the part
of the vendor*
Implied warr ant i e s «
The law, however, protects the purchasing agent in
the matter of warranties which are not written hut are assum-
ed to he implied. It is the duty of the purchasing agent to
be aware of these and also his privilege to insist that even
these implied warranties are in writing. For example, there is
primarily the implied warranty of clear title by which the pur-
chasing agent may legally assume that the vendor has a clear
ri^ht to sell such goods as the purchasing agent is buving with-
out any claims, charges or encumbrances levied against them at
the time of, and until the consummation of, the contract.
'Tie purchasing agent should also know that if he makes
' known to the vendor the purpose for which he intends the use of
the vendor's material, there is a legal and implied warranty
that the material is fit for this purpose and the vendor must
conform to tl e uses to Which the material is to be put. The
purchasing agent must realize that if he purchases materials
from the vendor which are known by brand or trade names, the
vendor is relieved of this obligation since the purchasing

agent is supposed to know the qualifications and potentiali-
ties of such commodities*
"aturally, if the purchasing agent buys hy specifi-
cation, the vendor in fulfilling the contract is assumed to
adhere to the description in the furnishing of a competent
commodity. Likewise, purchase by sample implies that the
vendor shall and -^ust adhere to the innate specifications of
the sample and in event of violation the purchasing agent
has the legal right to sue for breach of guarantee.
Obviously, there are many loop-holes and ramificat-
ions in the law encountered by the purchasing agent in his
day-to-day purchasing. Such legalities as fraud, cause for can-
cellation, contractual interpretation and alterations, and pro-
cedure are matters for the company attorney. Tie purchasing
agent must never assume that his office is that of a corporat-
ion counsel because of his position as liaison between the ven-
dor and the company. It is sufficient that the purchasing- a-
gent have a steady grasp of the fundamentals listed above so
that, he may avoid the more common entaziglements • T 'ost con-
cerns protect their purchasing agent by having all forms and
contracts as items of standard specification which enables the
company to avail itself of competent legal advice in the in-
itial drawing-up. Tt remains for the purchasing agent merely
to use common sense in his vendor relations, knowing that in

any serious difficulty he can call upon company counsel for
advice. Most concerns are wise in wishing this since there
is nothing that ;ill lower the efficiency of a purchasing ag-
ent as being hound to an observance of myriad petty details.
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Organization
.
It has been well, I think, to acquaint ourselves with
the various interdepartmental relationships and contacts of the
purchasing function, A clear understanding of them will make
for better efficiency in the organization of a competent pur-
chasing department. There is no standard purchasing system as
yet devised to meet the needs of ever/ business. It remains
for the purchasing agent in the selection and training of his
staff to observe certain fundamentals and then allow the staff
to mold itself according to the dictate of utility.
Powever, it is this very lack of a standard system
that leacis many purchasing agents astray. Too prone are they
to over-emphasis upon organization. That this is a fact can-
be atterted to by the very strong words of John C*. Dinsmore,
who claims, " It is my firm belief that the importance of the
mere mechanics of purchasing is usually over-emphasized, rr
Over-organization is nothing more or less than de-
partmental strangulation, since every text-book and its au-
thor points out the need for systematic simplicity. It
seems logical that a system that is efficient , and contains a
minimum of opportunities for error, can, in every instance, be
worked out with comparatively little duplication of work.
I
" Purchasing Principles and Practices," p. 41. 7Tew ^ rork:.
Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1922.
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It is evident that the cost of organization will he charged
against the department's economies in other lines , and it is
really unreasonable for the purchasing agent to organize in
such a manner that the cost of the purchasing procedure is
excessive.
Adapting the staff .
I have mentioned the purchasing agent's duty with
regard to selection of the staff. This needs clarification.
It goes without saying that the purchasing agent himself is
a selection of the management and responsible for the poss-
ession of those qualifications which led to his appointment.
It is also true that in most instances the piarchasing agent's
staff is a result of managerial selection. Therefore, when
I spo'-.e of the purchasing agent' s duty along the lines of or-
ganization, I referred to his duty of accepting these manager-
ial choices and either rejecting them, upon trial, as unfit,
or else molding them into a systematic unit.
This, then, is the duty that eventually becomes
more important than the mere selection of an employee. It is
the adapting of that employee to the company's system, and in
such a manner that he becomes an integral and responsible step
in the routine of purchasing procedure.
Since the purchasing agent himself eventually formu-
lates his department's policy and methods, he is the logical

man to mold bis staff upon the lines he Ms laid down. In so
doing he must realize that his personnel is human and not me-
chanical. For this reason he should try to rule out as much
of the human element as possible. In doing this he will
find
that certain principles will help in adapting his staff.
He should first make each member of the personnel
acquainted with the part he plays in the procedure as a /hole.
This is understandable since a chain is as strong as its weak-
est link, and the purchasing agent's objective strength lies in
the shortest, easiest manner in which he can accomplish results.
Since good purchasing needs to be definite to effect
results and obviate friction, duplication and general confusion,
it is -.7611 from a point of policy to fix the responsibility for
each step of the procedure. This makes for harmony among the
employees as well, for v/hen error creeps in there is no call to
distribute the censure, since the point at which the error occurr-
ed is definitely fixed. Industrial management realizes full-
well the need for harmony among employees. This realization
should be shared by the purchasing agent. Again we find that
John C.Dinsmore is aware of such need for he says," There is
more profit in keeping a happy worker in a system that isn't
perfect, than to install a perfect theoretical system antagon-
istic to the .Yorker."
Finally, the purchasing agent should make his system
_
"Scientific Principles and Practices," p.41. New York:
Frertice-Falljlnc. ,192g«

so elastic as to allow for expansion and contraction. This
very elasticity and knowledge of each other's certain duties
Will enable the personnel to hold operation cost at a desir-
able minimum. Readily is it admitted that the purchasing ag-
ent should spend no time in training a moron. But on the
other hand, he should not spend too much time in ./inning over
the student of theory to the practicability of the company's
purchasing system. The purchasing agent's greatest contrib-
ution to the company lies in ids adapting of the staff to the
company policy. A staff thus trained and grounded in all the
complexities of the concern's policies is willingly admitted to
be worth much more than theory.
Procedure .
Ff,,3C:.AL DbTES OF THE FURCKA,3M5 AGE " " .? .
In the course of the purchasing procedure there are
certain duties to be performed by the purchasing agent himself,
which he cannot, or should not, transfer to any of his staff. It
is true that a purchasing agent could build such a system, and
train his staff to such a degree, that his own duties would be
correspondiP-gly lessened to the point where he would become
merely a rubber-stamp, or at most engage only in those duties
which could not possibly be shifted. Some purchasing agents,
it is true, do practice this as a means of lightening the bur-
den upon themselves because they are unwilling to concern them-
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selves -.71th any detail whatever. This is what is known as an
" executive complex " on the part of a purchasing agent, and in
nlain words "becomes more or less a shirking of duty.
The purchasing agent is a trusted and often times
an executive employee of his company and owes the company
the full value of his services. Among the non-transferable
duties of the purchasing agent himself, we will amplify only
the more important.
Tntervi^wirg s ; ile smen
.
Since the purchasing agent is primarily a buyer it
is only natural that there are salesmen anxious to contact him.
In fact, the average purchasing agent receives calls from more
vendors than he could possibly patronize. However, the pur-
chasing agent must realize that these salesmen can render him
certain defirite services which he cannot ignore. From them
he can obtain valuable market information, ideas on merchand-
ising, commodities and other details which may be of inestim-
able value to him. For these reasons he should be willing to
see salesmen even if he has no idea of mailing an immediate pur-
chase of the commodity which the salesman carries.
TTaturally, however, the purchasing agent cannot de-
vo+e all his time and energy to interviewing salesmen.. For
this reason the establishing- of certain hours when salesmen
may call will be of great aid to him in apportioning his daily

duties.
In lar' e companies where the number of calling sales-
men is rather large, it may he of benefit to the purchasing ag-
ent to have a clerk who interviews the salesmen as to the ob-
ject of their visit. In such a case only important or recog-
rized salesmen will be interviewed by the purchasing agent him-
self. The purchasing agent must make sure that such a clerk is
more capable of tact than a^thing else, for the method with
which this clerk handles the salesmen will be naturally assumed
to be the department's policy,
A' large number of salesmen, however, generally means
a lar-e number and variety of ideas, sources of supply and reci-
procity. He have discussed the value of these policies already.
7e know that the purchasing agent in his relations with salesmen
can often bring about the accomplishment of these ideals so bene-
ficial to himself and to his company.
Finally, it has been found to be a good policy on the
part of the purchasing agent to recognize a salesman as a man
with a job to do and a possible source of ultimate benefit to
the purchasing agent. The recognition and observance of this
policy will make for more cordial and business-like contact be-
tween buyer and seller.
g] roervisirg the department's system .
%j e.nd large, the efficiency of the purchasing depart-
ment is taken as a reflection upon the purchasing agent himself.
It is also a norm by which its benefit to the company as a whole

may "be gatigecU We have already seen the obligation of the
purchasing agent in adapting the staff to the company's pol-
icies, Ve have also made note of the fact that no fast and
true system of purchasing procedure ifas yet been devised.
It remains therefore, for the purchasing agent not only to
establish his system but also to keep close supervision over
it. Responsibility or censure for inadequacy cannot be shift-
ed to the staff in cases where policy or method are involved,
They can only be blamed for errors of commission or transaction.
Industrial management, therefore, puts the matter of or-
ganization and supervision squarely up to the person to whom it
belongs - the purchasing agent. As a matter of self-protection,
the smooth running of the department is of immediate concern
to the purchasing agent, lie alone knows what he plans to do
and accomplish. It is thus his duty to effect the most sys-
tematic means of accomplishment. The mere setting up of a
system may not be enough. It becomes necessary to keep strict
watch over the proper functioning of that ;system so that apt
changes and revisions may be made in it to correspond with
changes in policy.
Generally, however, it is the case that supervision
will create a department that will eventually function auto-
matically,- This is a desideratum of scientific industrial
purchasing but can be effected only after the proper install-

ation and supervision of the correct system. It is to the
advantage of the purchasing agent and the company to accomplish
this desideratum as a means of lightening the burden upon the
purchasing agent. It leaves him more time to effect more- econ-
omic benefits for his concern.
Interdepartmental conferences .
7e have seen the necessity for cooperation and co-
ordination between the various departments. It seems unnecess-
ary to remark that the purchasing agent should not send a clerk
to ait in for him in matters of planning, merchandising, pro-
duction, finance or company policy. True it is, that in some
cases a valuable assistant may be able to take care of plan-
ning and production relationships, but the management is primar-
ily interested in advising, and obtaining the advice of, the
purchasing agent himself.
It often happens as a result of interdepartmental
conferences that a change in company policy may occur. In
this instance it becomes the duty of the purchasing agent to
readjust his system to the change in policy.
The purchasing* agent does not "/ant to be excused
from a strict observance of interdepartmental conferences and
reports. He has a full realization of their contri' ution to
efficient management as a whole.
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Guarding the company's good-will .
There is a very certain, but indefinable, intangible
something which every company striv s to obtain, and once ob-
tained, seeks to maintain. It is good-will. It cannot be meas-
ured in terms of dollars and cents and yet its value in terms
of dollars and cents is tremendous. So much is this so, that
that company that loses its good-will loses one of its dearest
possessions.
In common with other members of the organization, the
purchasing agent must be alert to the proper guarding of that
good-will. In his various interviews with salesmen he must
conduct himself in such a m nner as to never antagonize them
though refusing them. Lev/is says, " A disgruntled vendor can
do very m&ch to impair the good-will of any company." Ke
must make salesmen realize that 1 e cannot buy from everyone who
solicits his business, but he must leave the salesman in such
a mood that the latter will think he has a good chance of ob-
taining future orders. It may be necessary from time to time
to patronize these vendors for the sake of keeping them contented,
for nothing will antagonize t~ e vendor like the ordeal of waiting
for promises that never materialize.
1
" Industrial Purchasing," p. 67. Hew York: Prentice-J Tall,
Inc., 1933.

In obtaining refunds, credits and damages, the pur-
chasing agent must act in such a way as to impress upon the
verdor that he is acting merely as a fair business man and
not as a high- -ayman. The purchasing agent who is headstrong
and unreasonable in such demands finds that all vendors will
look askance at him as a man v/ho will go to any lengths to
strike a hard bargain, ITost vender s want the good-will of the
purchasing agent but not at the expense of considerable loss to
themselves. Gentlemanly action and courteous treatment of these
matters will obtain the purchasing agent the end for which he is
working without leaving behind a trail of disgruntled vendors.
Indigestion and dyspepsia are never excuses for surli-
ness in extra-company relations. The purchasing agent must re-
alize that he is primarily a representative of the company en-
trusted with its best interests. Observance of the necessary
niceties of common etiquette, together with a realization that
he should treat vendors as he would have them treat him, make
for a more contented and popular purchasing agent. The popu-
larity of the purchasing agent is an integral part of the com-
pany's good-will. He should strive by every means to foster it,
not for the satisfaction it will mean personally, but for the
benefit it will bring to his concern.
In connection with the guarding of the company's good-

will, a certain undesirable phase of purchasing must be con-
sidered. It is the acceptance of gifts from vendors. In
many dases it assumes the proportions of nothing more or
less than commercial bribery. Cf course the occasional ac-
ceptance of cigars or the li r"e does not constitute bribery.
After all, a vendor has the right to thank the purchasing
agent for his order and show his appreciation in some small
way. It is in those cases, where the vendor's gift is in an-
ticipation of an order that the ethics of purchasing is in-
volved.
There can be no gainsaying the fact that certain
vendors are not averse to offering valuable gifts to the pur-'
chasing agent in order to influence his decision. Neither can
there be any gainsaying the fact that certain purchasing ag-
ents are not averse to giving orders to the most generous ven-
dor. The purchasing agent who makes a practice of this com-
mercialism 'ill eventually lose his position if his company
hears of his actions. In any event, and even if his concern
is unaware of this " sub rosa " practice, the news will get
around among the vendors and may result in a boycott of the
purchasing agent as untrustworthy.
T
"ost men like to receive gifts and think they are
very popular. The wise purchasing agent can make a distinct-
ion between bribery and gratitude. " Te very soon should realize

that his popularit}*- isn't due to himself personally, but to
his position v/ith his company. He should not attempt to trade
in on that position with the resultant evil effects such trad-
ing would have upon the company. If he doesn't care what ven-
dors think of him personally, he must at all times consider
the effect of his actions upon the good-v/ill of his company.
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Unties of the personnel •
On the next page of this thesis can "be found a dia-
p-rammatic set-up of the medium sized purchasing department.
Cf course a smaller concern can consolidate one or more of
these functions into one man as the size of the concern dic-
tates. The larger company can break each function into its
component parts with a clerk in charge of each phase of that
function. However, by a study of the medium sized purchasing
department we can get a good grasp of the workings of the per-
sonnel .
Assistant purchasing agent .
In most companies, and whatever the title, can be
found an assistant purchasing agent. His duties are just what
his title indicates. In most cases he is charged with the pur-
chase of those materials which do not need the ability or ex-
perience of the purchasing agent himself. True, his duties need
no amplification beyond the note that in his buying he observe
the rules of scientific industrial purchasing even as his super-
ior. It is also his duty to be liaison officer between the
rest of the employees and the purchasing agent. In this regard
he may be a strong influence upon supervision. Thus, when
acting in the absence of the purchasing agent he is to be re-
garded as authoritative in matters of discipline. This is true
also, when he acts in the interests of the purchasing agent.

Purchasing
Agent
Assif
Pure!
stant
lasing
>"ent
j
Order Follow-up Price Record
Clerk Clerk Clerk Clerk
Organization Chart for a i:edium-Sized
Purchasing Department
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It teems needless to remark that due to his superior position
on the staff he should not be inclined to abuse or assume au-
thority.
Order clerk.
This clerk has the duty of transferring the requis-
ition of some department to a purchase order which is to be
sent out to some desirable vendor. From experience, or by
consulting" the records, it is his duty to find out if the
amount of the requisition is Ordinary and usual, iEjy the s me
means he will find the choice of vendor, since in most cases
in which the order clerk has the Latitude of ordering every-
day purchases , the source of supply remains the same for many
months and even years at a time.
Having established the amount of the material to be
ordered, and from whom it is to be purchased, the order clerk
makes eut a purchase order and hands it in to the purchasing
agent for approval. At the end of each day, in normal cares,
the purchasing agent hands back the signed order which the
clerk proceeds to mail to the vendor. This approval of the
purchasing agent is mostly perfunctory since the purchasing
agent realizes that the competent and experienced ordc r clerk
knows as much about these small details of the small purchase
as he does.
In those instances w"~ere M rush " orders must be made 9
the clerk goes through the same procedure with the exception
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tvat the ov&or once established is generally telephoned with a
plea for speedy delivery.
^ollow-up cler 1 -
.
Once the order is in the mail, the next problem he-
comes one of delivery. It is the duty of the follow-up clerk
to check up on each order that leaves the office, noticing the
date of delivery specified on it. T Te is then on the look-out
for an actaiowledgement of the receipt of that order by the ven-
dor together with the promised date of delivery. This is kept
in careful file, and contact with the receiving department will
acquaint the clerk with the actual delivery* In some case® when
delivery is held up, and where the receiving department has no
record of delivery of a certain item, a telephone call to the
vendor, if local, or a letter asking about shipment will tend to
speed up delivery. Obviously, this call or letter cannot take
place on the actual date v/hen delivery is expected because then
would be too late. It is the duty of the clerk to mark on his
record of the purchase order the date when delivery is needed,
and the date v/hen the vendor must be contacted in the event
of no delivery. Obviously, therefore, this date of vendor
contact will be reveral days prior to the date of actual need
to allow for any eventualities or d^hv'.ys that might have arisen
in regard to shipment and delivery.
Since I believe in the complete independence of the

traffic department, I think that a lost or strayed shipment
should he tanned over to the traffic department by the follow-
up clerk, Snch contingencies are matters for those experienced
in traffic problems* It is enough if the follow-up clerk ac-
quaints this department with his troubles and allows it to
carry on from there,
nvoice cler"1 '.
The next and logical step in procedure i c - the receipt
and disposal of the invoice. The invoice clerk must find out
if the vendor *s bill agrees in the quantit2r of material with
that amount registered by the receiving department of his own
company. In the event of difference, the vendor must be con-
tacted and the difficulty straightened out. In these cases it
is better for the clerk to ask for a corrected invoice from the
vendor.
From past records the clerk can ascertain if the
price charged is in line with past prices from the vendor. It
is his duty to notice if there is an appreciable, definite diff-
erence between this price and that of other recorded invoices.
In cases of major differential the same procedure of contact and
corrected invoice is to be followed*
Finally, if the terms and discount agree v/ith past
performance or with the quotations submitted, it is the duty of
the invoice clerk to tender the invoice to the purchasing agent
for approval so that the treasurer may receive it in time to

1 OO
e
take advantage the discount terns, jKgain this action of the
purchasing agent is perfunctory since he can be reasonably cer-
tain that when the invoice reaches him it is in perfect condit-
ion. It is the duty of the purchasing agent to consult the
treasurer and arrive at some system whereby the invoice clerk
can know what invoices the treasurer wishes to discount. The
financial department has found that a strict check upon the
movement of the invoice should be made after its receipt by the
purchasing department. For this reason most treasurers cause
to be drawn up what is known as an invoice record sheet. Upon
this record is kept a list of the current invoices to be dis-
counted by the treasurer and the date upon which he //ants them.
A copy of this is in the hands of the invoice clerk as an ass-
urance that he comply with the demand of the treasure?! and know
what invoices must be given preference in the matter of timely
handling, ' This is one phase of purchasing procedure wherein an
extra-department head, the treasurer, can dictate policy to the
purchasing department.
In companies where a number of copies of the invoice
are needed for the various departments, it is the duty of the
invoice clerk to ask the vendor for the requisite number of in-
voices, or else type those extra copies needed. The files of
the purchasing department should always contain copies of every
invoice that has been handled within a reasonable up-to-date per-
iod.
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"Record '.rid file clerk,
Je have seen in our treatment of the duties of the
personnel, the many cases wherein the clerks must refer to the
records. It ^oes without saying that the purchasing department
without adequate records and files is not a systematic pur-
chasing department. It is always best to have a clerk in di-
rect charge of these records and files because by having some-
one make a full-time work of this phase of procedure, the best
interests of the organization will he served. It is up to the
record clerk to file all "Important correspondence, records, data
on past performance, invoices, purchase orders, requisitions,
quotations and bids. An up-to-date and comprehensive filing
system is a boon to the purchasing agent. It doesn't harm any
if the record clerk is a typist , as they generally are, so that
he will be occupied in typing much of the correspondence and
records over which he is supposed to maintain vigilance.
Such items as reputable vendors with whom the company
has done business, sources of supply, prices paid, amount pur-
chased and the length of time actually required for the delivery
of any commodity are facts which can be at the finger tips of
any purchasing agent who maintains a competent system of filing,
T
"nity
.
It is axiomatic in every line of endeavor that team-
work and coalition are the forces behind every success. This

is especially true in industry. A good purchasing agent must
rely upon cooperation among his employees. Animosities, per-
sonalities and grudges must not be tolerated within the pre-
cincts of the office. True, a purchasing agent cannot legis-
late human failings out of existence, "but he can insist that
coordination and friendly cooperation he the key-words for
his staff.
By determining the responsibilities of the various
clerks, and by allowing no other clerk the authority to inter-
fere with the normal execution of another's duties, the pm^chasing
agent will do ruch toward eliminating personal strife. For when
every clerk has a definite responsibility, and an idea of the
part he is playing in the -hole, there is every chance of unity
resulting from nersonal pride on the part of each clerk to r".o
his part --ell.
It may happen, and does, that a purchasing department
is so well unified and on such a friendly basis, that, paradox-
ically, it Till be unfriendly to other departments, "'his hap-
pens many times and cannot be allowed to exist. A good purchas-
ing agent must insist upon friendly interdepartmental relat-
ions as a means toward coordination in the company as a whole.
His entire staff should be ever ready to cooperate in handing
out information, facts and figures to those of other depart-
ments who need and ask for them.
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In short, let the purchasing agent teach his cleric-
al force that they are part of a gigantic whole and therefore
must treat others seeking information as they themselves wish
to he treated in interdepartmental relations. The purchasing
agent must he foremost and always a business man who realizes
the importance of maintaining- friendly contact with other de-
partments. After all, the purchasing department is only one
phase of industrial management and cannot operate profitably
and efficiently unless it is contributing to the efficiency
of the entire company.
T Teasi irin% purchas ir.g effi c iency
.
Industrial management has always been alert to gaug-
ing the efficiency of the various ' departments in a company.
These measurements were comparatively easy to be worked out
since the matters of the efficiency of the production and sales
departments, for example, can be measured by tangible results
and exact figures which management ascertains regarding the op-
eration of these departments. But the measurement of the effic-
iency of the purchasing department is a comparatively new devel-
opment and is a procedure in which the National Association of
Purchasing Agents itself is interested. Many systems were de-
vised for such measurement and finally rejected as incomplete
gauges &p too cumbersome methods.
One method started from the assumption that purchasing
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could not reach an efficiency standard of 1003 (which is ad-
mitted) and so made concessions that resulted in an indeterm-
inate measurement. A. second method took in the number of
salesmen interviewed, the length of time of each interview,
the amount of correspondence handled, etc., so that the meas-
urement became too involved and complicated to be considered.
Finally, however, a system was adopted by the Assoc-
iation itself and the operation of it is as simple as it is
comprehensive. It starts upon the assumption that although lOOfi
represented perfection beyond attainment, still it should be the
goal towards which the purchasing department should strive. The
result was that a fine measurement could be had of the purchas-
ing department in relation to the unattainable perfection of 100%*
The factors to be considered in this plan are essentially
four in number: (a) the price of things purchased; (b) depart-
mental expenses; (c) cost of delays and errors; (d) storage,
"he cost of material includes the prices of materials in ex-
cess of the average market price as a debit, and the savings
over the market price as a credit. The losses and errors were
a blow to the purchasing agent but they had to be considered
as such in measuring" efficiency. Mistakes in ordering,wrong
specifications, goods lost and returned without satisfactory
adjustment with the vendor ; all these went into the debit
column, ^he result of this was a formula that is very accurate

as a gauge of efficiency. And so fair. is it, that the Assoc-
iation itself is one of the foremost exponents of the plan. In
actual operation it works our like this:
1 .J .
Prices paid in excess of average market prices:
Lumber $ 1,122,85
Foundi" r scrap 642.91
Flour 309.00
2,074.76
Departmental expenses
:
Salaries and v/ages 17,143.10
Traveling account 315.25
Stationery,postage, etc. 1,767.24
Subscriptions , dues , etc . 285. 00
Rent ,heat , light , equipment 3 , 750 . 00
telephone and telegraph . 2,480.19
Excess charges over cheapest
means of transportation 3
,
14-1 .37
Departmental deficiency:
Losses and errors 630.44
Deficiency in returned goods 1,120.90
Cost of delays:
Total orders placed 26,697
Departmental expenses 0 28,885*15 (above)
'"lost per order • C727
2,816 orders ruined at .9727 each 2,739.12
28 ,885. Id
4,490.48
"Expense of carrying inventory:
Average inventory $ 362,101.72
Estimated cost of carrying
at 12. 43,452.21 43,452.21
TOmAL DEBITS $ 78,902.60
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Savings on average market prices:
Iron
Coke
Caal
Linseed oil
Steel
belting
Oils and greases
Substitutions and savings
,
approved by management
Revenue from scrap and salvage
1,691.28
419.88
2,118.36
2*048.81
4, 656.r0
764.39
4,800.00
1,810.56
13,420.58
4,300.00
1,810. 56
^OmAL CREDITS $ 20,031.44
' T
et Cost of purchasing (as above)
Total debits as above
5 ,."71.16
78,902.60
3]T?t?ICIS"CY
Total purchases for year
Total purchases divided into
net cost of purchasing (0 58,871.16)
Standard of perfection
Percentage of inefficiency
FUHCFA3r TC DEPAT/7TTTTT HFFICIE"CY
1,234,567.89
.0477
100%
.0477
95.23 5
1 "Lewis TT,T. , ''Industrial Purchasing," pO. 382-383. New York
Prentice-Hall, Inc.
, 1933.
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M 0 U C 1 c> A L P U i-i C B A SljG
Now that we have discussed the details, relation-
ships, utility and benefits of scientific industrial purchas-
ing, I do not think it would lead us too far afield to devote
a moment to a discussion of scientific municipal purchasing
as a distinct advantage to the structure of municipal govern-
ment. It is regrettable that a gentleman like Russell Forbes,
whose vast knowledge of scientific purchasing procedure and
its advantages led Mayor LaGuardis of i\e». York City to break
a precedent and appoint him purchasing agent for the largest
city in the worlc, is forced to remark, "From the very be-
ginning of our political history, the purchasing of mater-
ial has been one of the bulwarks of the spoilsman."
A considerable part of the city's total expenditure
goes every year for the purchase of equipment, materials and
sup lies. As a rule this amounts to nearly a third of the en-
tire operating budget. Every city has to maintain commodities
in almost infinite variety, -fire-fighting equipment, police
uniforms and accoutrements, street-cleaning machinery, trucks,
motor cars and gasoline, coal, oil and fuel for public build-
ings, paper, ink and office supplies, books for libraries, equip-
ment of a technical nature for hospitals: -there is no end to
the number of things which a city is called upon to buy.
Until about twenty-five years ago the purchasing of
this equipment, etc., was left to each department. The head
1
Governmental Purchasing," p. 7. New York: Harper Bro-
thers & Co. , 1929.
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of a department, or someone authorized by him, merely sent out
and bought what was needed. Each depart nent used its own spec-
ifications and paid whatever price it saw fit to pay. This
practice, of course, resulted in a great deal of overlapping
and waste to say nothing of bribery. The wonder is that it
was tolerated so long. Sometimes a dozen dealers at a dozen
different prices and with wide variations of quality. The
same was true of the purchase of many other supplies in which
prices for identical articles ranged from fifty to three hun-
dred per centum in cost to the city.
Every department, moreover, had its own friends, its
own favorite vendors from whom it bought at their own prices.
Seldom did any city get wholesale rates or discounts. The
purchase of supplies, in a word, was looked upon as a form of
patronage to be doled out among those vendors who had the fav-
or of someone in the administration. Sometimes the purchases
v;ere made from people who carried on no business at all, -pol-
iticians who merely bought at even prices and then added, their
profit. The waste involved in this arrangement was very large.
It meant that cities were paying from thirty to fifty per cent-
um more than was necessary.
Though these outrages have been curtailed to a de-
gree it would be folly to suggest that they have been entirely

eliminated, ev' n at this late date.
Recent appreciation of municipal purchasing:.
It is to the credit of some municipal administrat-
ors, and not to the public at large, that there has been a re-
cent and strong appreciation of the procurement function in
municipal purchasing. We have just mentioned how the Mayor
of New York City went out to find the business man he
could as purchasing agent for Henn York City. Right here in
Boston, the Mayor sent an appeal to the National Association
of Purchasing Agents to aid him in locating the best available
industrial purchasing agent as purchasing agent Tor the city
of Boston. The selection of Warren W. Loomis in 1953, re-
sulted in an avalanche of approval from business men in Boston
who know that a sincere and business-like municipal purchas-
ing agent is a separate and distinct advantage to sincere and
lawful vendors.
And there is good reason why municipal government
should consider the proper running of a city as big business.
True, the multitude and diversity of municipal purchases are
distinctly more diversified and unrestricted than those of
any single company, but there is no reason why the principles
of scientific industrial purchasing should not hold in the
municipal function.
A business purchasing agent at the helm of a city ! s
buying knows that although he has no production or finished
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product to contend with, -yet his " commodity n could be de-
finitely labeled as " public service."
Procedure.
If the municipal administrator who appoints him will
ssnction his authority to organize on a business basis, the
purchasing agent will find the way open to vast economies in
municipal expenditures.
His first duty will consist in setting up a separate
administrative department, or a special purchasing bureau with-
in one of theeregular departments. Large cities usually pursue
the former plan while smaller municipalities content themselves
with a purchasing bureau attached to the office of the city
manager, city comptroller or city clerk. This will bring ab-
out the elimination of departmental buying whereby the head of
each department did his own buying.
Once he has established this system, the procedure
in securing equipment, material and supplies will to an extent
follow industrial principles. Each municipal department when
it needs anything is required to prepare a requisition stating
the quantity and quality of the goods desired. These requisit-
ions are made in duplicate on standard blank forms. One copy is
sent to the purchasing office, the other is kept on file. On
receiving a requisition the purchasing agent proceeds to get what
is called for. He may do this by advertising and open competit-

since economy in city government reacts to the benefit of us
taxpayers as stock-holders in municipal administration.
Advantages.
One of the advantages which come from scientific,
centralized municipal purchasing is the saving of time and
effort in the various departments. When each department buys
for itself, there are likely to be several officials spending
their energies on the same job at the same time, looking up
prices, examining samples and negotiating for the purchase of
essentially the same supplies. The study and time they spend
in doing this are taken from their regular work and the city
pays for it. A considerable saving can be made by having the
work concentrated in a single office.
Another advantage arises definitely from the possi-
bility of standardizing all supplies and material which are in
general use. Unaer the system of haphazard purchasing each
department follows its own particular whims. In one city it wa
found that nine different kinds of carbon paper were in
use, varying in price by more percentage than was possibly
justifiable. One of the first things that a scientific mun-
icipal purchasing department has to do is to draw up sets of
standardized specifications covering all routine materials
and supplies which are used by several departments. These
specifications are prepared in consultation with all the de-

ion, or by informal competition without advertising, or in
some cases without competition at all. When the amount in-
volved is large, and when time permits doing so, the usual
practice is to advertise for bids. But if only a small quan-
tity of something is needed, or if there is great and immed-
iate urgency, the purchasing agent may ask for informal bids
by telephone from dealers who are known to have the material
on hand. Purchases without any form of competition are us-
ually restricted to materials and supplies which are sold at
fixed prices, including patented items which can be obtain-
ed from one source only.
Of course, according to the functioning charters
and ordinances of various cities, there are numerous and
widely varied regulations regarding competitive bidding,
sealed bids, contracts, etc. The discussion of these would
lead us to a study of municipal administration. Suffice it
to say that according to his own city*s ordinances, the sci-
entific purchasing agent should follow sound industrial prin-
ciples in the execution of the provisions therein.
His staff and its relations to other functions such
as inspection, finance, law, etc., will follow the form of in-
dustrial purchasing's principles and contacts. However, the
advantages of scientific procedure in municipal purchasing are
of more interest to us than those of industrial purchasing,
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partments concerned. They are asked, for example, to agree
upon some brand of carbon paper which all the city offices
will use thereafter. This can be bought in large quantities,
at a favorable price and of a quality that is guaranteed to
be up to specifications.
Assistance is also had by studying the specifica-
tions which large industrial concerns and public utilities
have put into use. When standard specifications have finally
been adopted and approved by the purchasing agent, all future
bids are made on this basis. Materials will be rejected if
they do not conform to the specifications.
This practice of standardization has various advan-
tages in addition to that of promoting economy. Standardized
equipment and materials can be aasily interchanged between de-
partments,- between the street and the park departments for
example. One can use the surplus of the other. So too does
standardization make inspection a simpler task. The ques-
tion to be determined is not if the supplies are satisfactory,
but whether they conform to the specifications. Likewise it
gives every bidder a square deal and removes all temptation to
favoritism in making the awards.
Differences between municipal and industrial purchasing.
The very fact that purchasing of material is the bul-
wark of the spoilsman " leads to the essential differences be-
tween industrial purchasing and municipal purchasing. The most
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essential and disastrous difference is the fact that the mu-
nicipal purchasing agent is an appointee of a politician, and
rarely, except in cases like Forbes and Loomis, a selection
because of merit, competence or purchasing experience. It is
obvious then that the purchasing agent is going to be kind to
those men responsible for his appointment.
Since the contracts awarded by a city may reach into
thousands, and even millions, of dollars, such a purchasing a-
gent may not so much interested in what is to be saved as in
what is to be gained. By that I mean that it is important to
him to have the bid awarded to the " proper " person rather
than to the correct one. Dr. Charles A. Beard says, " Some
of the greatest scandals unearthed in American politics have
grown out of the corrupt use of money in purchasing goods and
1
awarding contracts."
In industry, therefore, the aim of the purchasing a-
gent is impersonal. He wants to know how much money his company
will save. In municipal purchasing the standard more often is,
"How much will I gain."
A second disadvantage of municipal purchasing, and
an essential difference from scientific industrial purchasing,
is the policy of " to the victor belongs the spoils." This may
eventually lead to the dismissal of both Forbes and Loomis. By
that I mean that, though one municipal administrator may ap-
1
"Administration and Politics," p. 7. New York:
Macmillan Co., 1925.
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point an honest, competent and experienced purchasing agent,
the appointment may be short-lived. If such an honest admin-
istrator is defeated for re-election, or is prohibited by law
from succeeding himself, his successor will probably discharge
the competent purchasing agent and appoint his own choice -
whether he be competent or not. Thus there is never a chance
to install and keep installed a definite and unchanging system
of correct purchasing porcedure. It is apt to be changed every
few years, and generally for the worst.
In industry, honesty, experience and length of service
are valuable factors in aiding the industrial purchasing agent
to hold his post throughout the years. This leads to the adop-
tion, inauguration, and conduct of a purchasing system that will
remain throughout the regime of the purchasing agent, and if
especially scientific, the system may continue after him.
In municipal administration, however, too much honesty
and competence may be the very reason for the removal of a pur-
chasing agent upon a change of administration. It can be fur-
ther said that any system he might have inculcated will be re-
moved with him.
For more than thirty years the need for honest and
scientific municipal purchasing has been recognized. Politi-
cians now and then have made slight efforts toward scientific
purchasing as a sop to the indignant public. But they have

never gone the full distance. It was only a few years ago, in
1955 to be exact, that Mayor Mansfield of Boston appointed Loomis
the business man to the post of purchasing agent for the city
of Boston. And at that late date, even though such an honest
appointment was a need fully recognized in municipal govern-
ment throughout the country for thirty years, the business men
of Boston were delighted beyond measure. In fact the Christ-
ian Science Monitor waxed joyous over the appointment as a
body blow to politics. Imagine it I Men rejoicing because some-
thing honest had been done! Rufus Steele, commenting in the
Monitor said, Boston Political circles are treated to a sen-
sation by Mayor Mansfield. He goes outside the city, outside
his party even, and appoints Warren W. Loomis as municipal
purchasing agent. The new Mayor makes the choice on recommen-
dation of the National Association of Purchasing Agents, which
was asked to find him the very best man. Mr. Loomis will
spend about $ 4,000,000 a year for the city and more,— brave
Mr. Mansfield, benefiting Boston, sets an example for the
1
nation.
"
There it is,- an indictment of the appointments that
had been previously made in Boston and throughout the nation at
large. I hope I am not cynical, but rather skeptical, in saying
that this nation under the political system in vogue, will nev-
er see a continuous and uninterrupted series of business-like
municipal purchasing agents. The best we can hope for is an
adequate and honest selection every number of years.
-
" The executive Purchaser, " p. 27. New York: 1934,
Vol. 11.

PART THREE
CONCLUSION

CENTRALIZATION
One of the desiderata of scientific purchasing, and
the end toward which industrial management is tending, is cen-
tralized purchasing. There are two phases of this question
that must be considered. The pertinent question very soon be-
comes, " How far should purchasing be centralized under one
head? »
Within a company itself, the question is being ans-
wered by industrial management and by the proven efficiency
of the purchasing function. Industry has had too much exper-
ience with loose and haphazard purchasing loosely organized,
not to become convinced of its inadequacy. Having a dozen or more
individuals within a company with the authority to pur-
chase their needs leads to nothing but duplication of effort,
wates and inefficiency. There is no uniformity in the quan-
tities ordered, in the brands or grades of material used, in the
time of purchase and delivery, or even in the purchasing pro-
cedure itself. In some cases the accounting department found
great difficulty in securing checked invoices, much less loca-
ting the person or department responsible for a particular pur-
chase.
There is the word that sums up the whole argument for
centralization,- responsibility. It is to the advantage of in-
dustrial management that it be able to fix the responsibility for

any step In industrial organization. This, management can do
if organization is centralized and the purchasing department
located in one department and under one head. If industry ad-
mits that purchasing has become a major function, then organ-
ization must accept it as such.
However, it is not sufficient merely to create a
purchasing agent whose sole responsibility is purchasing as a
matter of clerical routine. Centralization implies that all
tne responsibilities of industrial purchasing be invested in a
major officer. His must not be responsibility alone, he must
also have the authority to pursue the principles of purchasing
which v/ill mean so much to his company.
When both the responsibility and the . authority have
been centralized, it is the duty of management to give him full
co-operation and backing. V*e have seen what the personal duties
of the purchasing agent are. It is the duty of the management
to allow him full power in the execution of those duties. When
purchasing is thus centralized, and co-operation is offered by
the other departments, the full advantages of centralized pur-
chasing can be realized.
The advantages of undivided responsibility, maintenance
of a consistent buying policy, and the largest possible buying
power as a means of influence upon the vendor are great. V»ith
centralized purchasing all records referring to purchases are

in one place and under one supervision. This works economy
bothin the compilation and consultation of records, and per-
mits cuick and effective advantage to be taken of changing
market conditions. It also points the v/ay to a standardiza-
tion of specifications which mre have already discussed at length
and the eliminations regarding slight changes in quality and
material called for, which may be great.
Centralized purchasing tends toward reduction of in-
ventories that must be carried and the consequent saving in in-
vestment. Moreover, centralized purchasing means lower selling
costs to the vendor since there is only one purchasing agent to
be solicited and pleased, and this eventually is reflected in
a lower buying price. These are matters of economy and policy
that cannot afford to be overlooked by management. It is not
for the sake of giving a man an important position within the
company but for its own benefit that management realize and en-
force the principles and outlines of centralized purchasing.
The second phase of the centralization question con-
cerns those companies which operate more than one plant. The
problem then becomes one of finding the proper buyer for the
entire company and its branches. The advantages of centralized
purchasing must then be weighed against the geographical loca-
tion of the plants; the heterogeneity of the products manufac-
tured by each plant; the type of materials forming the bulk of

1 .
each plant's purchases; whether each plant's supplies c-.in be
bought in large volume and are peculiarly susceptible to mar-
ket conditions; location of sources of supply in relation t(
each plant, etc.
Just as management should hasten to install and en-
force centralized purchasing within a company with only one
plant, so too must management be quick to reject centralized
purchasing when the above-enumerated problems offer such a de-
gree of differential that one man could not possibly do the
buying for the plants also. In this instance a separate pur-
chasing department should be located in each plant for the
best interests of the mother company.
However if the plants are localized; if there is a
homogeneity of product; a sameness of purchasing requirements;
then one purchasing agent should do the purchasing for all the
plants. It makes for fluidity of organization, and eventually,
enormous savings. L.P.Alford satisfies when he remarks, " Cen-
tralized purchasing should be the absolute rule for any single
company. Also when there are two or more plants for which a
centralized purchasing department in the main branch can do
the purchasing adequately, then centralized purchasing should
1
be the rule."
The problem of centralization therefore, becomes a
matter for individual companies and not a subject to be de-
i
-
" Cost and Production Handbook, " p. 567. New York:
Ronald Press Co., 1954.

aided in text-books. It can be said though, that when feas-
ible, the centralized ourchasing system will react to the fav-
orable advantage of industrial management.
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2. LIMITATIONS OF THE PROCUREMENT FUNCTION.
There are some purchasing agents and theorists,
notably Howard T. Lewis, who cannot shake the conviction that
purchasing is the prime function of industrial management.
Some go so far as to hint that it would not be a bad policy
to have every company entrust the purchasing agent with the
supervision of each department in his contacts with them.
That this is folly is indisputable. True, there are certain and
definite advantages to be derived from effective ourchasing
but certainly other executives within a company are bold e-
nough to believe that they too are effecting equal advan-
tages in the execution of their own particular functions.
To me there does not seem to have been a tremendous
improvement in interdepartmental benefits accomplished by pur-
chasing merely. The improvement has been an immense bettering
of entire industrial management. It seems therefore, that pur-
chasing instead of outstripping the other fixed functions in
improvement, has merely kept pace with them. Most theorists
who are prone to lionize the purchasing agent as a savior of
industry, fail to realize the truth, that though purchasing
has shown, vast improvement, this improvement has been generally
in purchasing itself. By that I mean that the purchasing func-
tion has made itself more of a science and less of a haphazard
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system of inconsiderate and foolhardy buying. Thus when we speak
of the tremendous strides taken by purchasing in the last twen-
ty years, let us keep in mind that those strides have been mat-
ched by other functions. The improvement has been in purchasing
itself ss a result of the realization of the part it plays in
the industrial scheme as a whole. Ignorance of these facts
will lead purchasing agents and students of scientific industri-
al purchasing far afield.
For example, let us consider the relations of the pur-
chasing agent with other departments. V>e have studied them brief-
ly and have found out how the company itself can benefit by in-
terdepartmental coordination. But the purchasing agent who
loses sight of the fact that his relationships with other de-
partments are merely advisory, is laboring under misapprehens-
ion. In other words he wishes to share in the successes but
not in the failures of other executives in the company.
Efficient marketing can never divert attention from
inefficient purchasing. The same holds true with regard to
production. Procurement can hardly share in the technical prob-
lems that arise in the production department. How then can the
purchasing agent hope to share in these extra-departmental succ-
esses? Does he want to assume the blame also for inefficient
marketing ? For low sales ? For slip-shod production ?
The purchasing agent who is allowed to continue un-

aware of the weight of his authority in relation to other de-
partments is headed for disappointment unless he is particu-
larly alert to the limitations of his office. Exerting au-
thority that is not his; trying to force the acceptance of his
ideas when they have been very carefully considered and reject-
ed; refusal to be advised about any detail of his own system by
another department head; these will help to make the most effi-
cient purchasing agent in the world an object of irritation to
his fellow-executives. After all, management relies upon the
part each plays in the machine. A purchasing agent while con-
tributing to the profits of his company, is minimizing his con-
tribution if he contributes nothing to the coordination and co-
operation so necessary to effective management.
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The purchasing agents of America are proud of the
National Association of Purchasing Agents. It is their or-
ganization and admittedly one of the finest. Industrial
management itself is glad to have its purchasing agents
enrolled in such an organization because of the large value
such an organization can be, not only to the purchasing agent
himself, but also to the company he serves, by equipping the
purchasing- agent with such informat ion, knowledge and ideas
as would be impossible of attainment were the purchasing a-
gent left to himself in the matter of acquiring them.
And in these days of governmental interest in in-
dustry; highly concentrated production, competition and mer-
chandising; changes in buying' and selling" policy throughout
our nation; there is need for such organization. True, the
purchasing agent today is wont to call himself an Executive
Purchaser or some such fancy name, but we can allow for that as
pardonable pride in view of the results which they can and
hope to accomplish through the strict observance of modern
purchasing: principles and practices.
In their conventions the purchasing agents assemble
the latest ideas and proposals of the vendor and subject them
to careful review. In their magazine, the "Executive Purchaser,"
they make room for an interchange of ideas from all parts of the
country and in all branches of industry. There can be no doubt
of the value of such information to the ordinary purchasing
agent. It allows him, at no special effort on his part, to ab-
sorb all the new ideas and ideals wl ich are constantly circling ab-
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out industrial management.
The organization has men whose sole duty it is to
keep a close watch on governmental actions and proposals in
regard to purchasing policies. This forewarns the purchasing
agent of any drastic actions or changes that are liable to
eventuate as the result of new laws. A good example of this
is to be had in referring to the National Industrial Recovery
Act, commonly known as the H.R.R., and long since deac. as a
result of an adverse decision of the Supreme Court of the U. S.
This act called for industrial codes that threatened to revol-
utionize the purchasing agent's position for a time. The gov-
ernment's laws regarding fixed prices, competition, elimination
of preferred discounts and trade agreements, would have been
overwhelming to the ordinary purchasing agent. However, through
its periodicals and bulletins, the National Association of Pur-
chasing agents was able to keep the purchasing agent informed
of the different codes as they related to him and his company.
This service alone was worth the organizing of such an associat-
ion.
In these same periodicals and weekly bulletins, the
Association keeps the purchasing agent informed of market con-
ditions and probabilities. The fact that such eminent men as
Lewis Haney, Russell Forbes, Willis Parker, et al., contribute
to them is adequate recommendation of their utility. In other
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words such printed and authoritative data will enable the pur-
chasing agent to keep abreast of present policies and conai-
tions. He could ask for nothing more.
As to the future, the purchasing agent looks ahead
with shining eye. His place is secure in corporation manage-
ment, and unless thoroughly abused, his position is likely to
be 8 source of pride to any company. No more fitting tribute
could be paid to the hopes, duties and aspirations of the pur-
chasing agent than that of Frederick G. Space, purchasing agent
for the Seymour Manufacturing Company of Connecticut. He says,
" Our shadow is reflected by all of us
so long as we are privileged to pursue
our tasks in the broad light of day and
in fellowship with others. Will our
shadow reflect growth and character
throughout the coming years? Mil it
leave our impress on those with whom we
deal that will lift us and our profession
before the critical eyes of the business
1
world ? "
I think it will.
The End.
1
51 Executive Purchaser, p, 6 New York: Vol. 11, No. 1, 1934.
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